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 V.-On the GFeogthicat Resq6tts of the Misszon {o KasAghar,
 qbnder Sir T. DOUGLAS FORSYTH Z?D 1873-74. BY CaPt. H.
 TROTTER, R.E.

 [Read, May 13th, 1878.]

 ABOUT this time five years ago, I was in the peninsula of
 Kattywar, in Western India, seated in an arm-chair outside
 my tent-door. The hot wind which had been blowing through
 the day had just lulled, but the thermometer stood at over
 100?; and I was, after an unusually hot season, which had
 talQen a good deal out of me, an:xiously expecting a favourable
 reply to an application I had made tor furlough to England.
 A telegram was suddenly put into my hands which very speedily
 altered the current of my thoughts. It was from my chief,
 Colonel Walker, the t3uperintendent of the Great Trigonolne-
 trical Survey, informing me that the Ticeroy of India was
 about to despatch a Political Mission to the Atalik Ghazi of
 Yarkand, and that an officer of the Survey Department would
 probably be deputed to accompany it as Geographer. Would
 I like to go? My first- act was to despatch an immediate
 reply in the affirmative, and my second I feel ashamed in this
 assemblage at having to confess it was to get hold of an Atlas
 and make search as to what part of the Asiatic continent Tar-
 kand was to be found in. Happily I have, since then, llad
 considerable opportunities of adding to my stock of knowledge
 concerning that then little-known portion of Central Asia, to
 which I was shortly to proceed. It is for the purpose of com-
 municating to the Royal Geographical Society some of that
 recently-acquiled knowledge that I have the honour of standing
 here this evening.

 The Mission under Sir Douglas Forsyth was despatched by
 the late Viceroy of Illdia for the purpose of making a treaty
 c)f friendship and commerce with the Ruler of Eastern Tur-
 kistan - then called Yakoob Beg, the Atalik Ghazi of Yarkand
 - of late years better known as the Amir of Eashghar.
 The Mission left India in the summer of 1873, and vvas absent

 for rather laore than a year. A considerable amount of litera-
 ture exists on the subject of this Expedition; for besides very
 voluminous reports to Government from the seven European
 officersX of whom the Mission was composed, two books on the
 same subject have been published in England, viz., the ' Roof
 of the World,' by Colonel Gordon, and ' Washmir and Rasht,har,'

 * Sir T. Doulas Forsyth, C.B., S.C.S.I., Envoy and Plenipotentiary; Colonel
 T. E. Gordon C.S.I.; Dr. H. W. Bellew, C.S.I.; Capt. John Biddulph l9th
 Hussars, A.D.C. to the Zriceroy; Capt. Chapman, R.H.A.; Dr. Ferdinand Stoliczka; Capt. Henry Trotter, R.E.
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 174  TROTTER on the Geographical Results of tAze

 by Dr. Bellessr. The volume of ' Reports ' also contains an inter-
 esting series of photographs taken, under circumstances of great
 difficulty, mostly by Captain Chapman, some few by myself.

 Much of the following narrative iS taken fiom my own
 section of the volume of 'Reports,' of which not many copies
 were printed, and but very few have been made available to
 the general public. To that volume,$ however, I must refer all
 those who may wish for further information on the astronomical,
 meteorologicaln and hypsometrical and magnetic observations
 taken duling our absence from England, as also for detailed
 itineraries of a11 the routes traversed by the various members
 and employes of the Mission.

 The roads between Leh alld Yarkand, and the nature of the
 country traversed, have on a former occasion been eloquently
 described to the Society ly their Gold Medallist, Mr. Shaw,
 the pioneer of English influence in Eastern Turkestan, as well
 as by the intrepid Hayward, who lost his life in endeavouring
 to reach those unknown and almost inaccessible Pamir regions
 which it was afterwards our good fortune to travel. I will
 ouly, therefore, rapidly glance at some of the pllysical obstacles
 actually encountered along our line of march. The first tlling
 that strikes an outsider is the extreme aircuitousness of the
 road. It will be observed that stalting from Simla, the
 summer headquarters of the Government of India, our ultimate
 destination being Yarkand, we have first to travel nearly south
 for 100 miles to Umbala-then, in a north-westerly direction,
 to Rawlll Pindi, a distance of 370 miles; for 200 of which, from
 Umbala to Lahore, we were aided by the railway- aIld the last
 170 miles by wheeled carriages on a good highway. From
 Rawul Pindi 40 aniles up-hill to Aturree, one of our hill sanita-
 ria, we are :Surther aidecl by wheeled carriage. From this point
 onwards, a11 our journeys were performed on horseback, except
 where the difficulties of the ground compelled us to go on foot;
 or, in the case of ice7 to mount on aks. Our tents, baggage,
 ancl supplies were carriecl by men, ponies, lnules, donkeys,
 osen, yaks, or sheep. From Afurree our road lay nearly due
 east right across S:ashmir Proper to Leh, the capital of Ladakh,
 originally a province of WVestern Tibet, but llOW under the
 rule of the 3faharaja of Easllmir. The road from ALurree to
 Lela, a distance of 390 miles is too well known to require
 description hele, and ill the sumlner season preserlts llO formid-
 able clifEculties, although we experienced considerable dis-
 comforts in the oraf7 of rain and heat. For [sevelal months in

 $ ' Account of the S1lrvey Operations in connection with tl-le Mission to Y-trkancl
 and Wasll(rha.l in 1873-74.' By (Saptain Henry Trottel, R.E., Deputy Superin-
 ten(lent Grent Trironometlictll Sursey of fuclia.
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 Mission to KasAgAclr in 1873-4.  175

 the winter season, however, all traffic is stopped by the snow
 on and in the vicinity of the Zoji La, the point where the road
 crosses the watershed of the main LElimalayan chain, at an
 elevatio1l of 11,300 feet above the sea. According to the iSash-
 mir Route-book it is 31 marches, or 389 miles, from Murree to
 Leh, vta Srinagar; while it is 36 marches, or 461 miles, from
 Leh to Simla direct, the route by wllich I returned to India.
 This direct road, however, is ollly open for a few months in the
 year. On the whole traders generally prefer the longer, more
 circuitous, but easier route by which the Mission proceeded.

 All traders from India to Yarkand are cornpelled to pass
 through Leh, it being the only place where iiesh baggage
 animals and supplies can be obtained for the onward journey.
 For all practical purposes the roads thence to Turkistan may
 be divided into three, viz.:

 The Sarakorum route with sariations (leading to Yarkand).
 The Chang Chenmo route with variations (leading to Yar-

 kand and :Shotan).
 The Rudokh (or Chang Thang) route (leading to lihotan).

 The liaralQorum route may be subdivided into two, the
 Zamistani or winter and the Tabistani or summer road, and
 although these have a few marches and camping-grounds in
 commorl, and cross the watershed between India and Central
 Asia at the same point, the :Sarakorum Pass, yet they diverge
 from each other throughout the greater part of their courses.
 As a rule it may be laid down that the winter road passes,
 wherever possible, along and over tlle beds of rivers, which in
 the cold season contain but little water, and are generally
 frozen oYer: these streams, which form no obstacle in winter,
 are often impassable torrents in summer, in which season also
 there is much danger from avalallches in many parts of the
 road. It is therefore no matter of surprise that, inL spite of the
 intense cold and hardships of a winter journey, the merchant
 often selects that season for his travels. 'llhe first great obstacle
 to be encountered, after leaving Leh, both in sumlner and
 winter, is the well-known :@ailas Range. To the north of Leh
 this range divides the drainage of the Indus and the Shyok,
 and is one of the most formidable obstacles to be encountered
 by the travellel to Turkistan. In winter it is crossed by the
 Digar La (17n930 feet above sea-level), a very difficult pass, in
 crossing which it is necessary to employ either yaks or men for
 the carriage of goods. A party of the MisWsion M ent over it in
 June, and even then there was snow lying on the topd while ice
 and S1IOW combined to render the passage difficult along a distarlce
 of sonle m]les
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 The summer road crosses the Khardullg or Leh Pass,$ almost
 :north of Leh, and is 17,900 feet in height. Illlis pass also is
 impracticable for laden ponies, and is so difficult that late in
 Junen on our return journey from Yarkand, after descending the
 Sllbra River, it was deemed advlsable to go a long detour, sta
 the Digar Pass, in order to avoid the still ulore formidable
 obstacles on the Whardung. This made the journey from Sati
 to Leh 42 miles instead of 29. Afte1 crossing the KailEs Range
 and entering the Shyok Valley, the traveller has now before
 him the great ZInz-tagh t or Karakorum Range. In the winter
 by following the narrow, winding, and difEcult valley of the
 Shyok River, he reaches the iELarakorum iE>ass, a distance of
 114 miles: in the course of this portion of the journey the frozen
 surice of the stream has to be crossed no less than thi1 ty-sixtinles.
 In winter this can easily be done, as it is generally bridged by
 snow and ice; but in summer, owing to the floods caused by
 the melting glaciers, an entirely dififerent route has to be
 adopted, and, instead of ascending the Shyok, the traveller
 dx3scends that river to a short distance belomr Sati and then
 ascends the Nulra River, a large tributary fed from glaciers in
 the same moulltain tnass that supplies the Shyok.

 The Shyok is orossed in boats near SatI, svhere in the sllmmer
 it is a very large and rapid river. Passengers and goods are
 carried over in boats, while the baggage-animals are made to
 swim across. Many of the latter are dro\ned in crossing

 Ascending the Nubra Valley, one of the most brtiIe alld
 richls cultivated in Ladakh the traveller goes as far as Chang-
 lung (10nT60 feet), almost the highest village in the valley, and
 situated about 40 miles above Sati. The mercllant generally
 takes this bit vely easilyS advatlcing by short marches Qf ten
 miles eacll in order to make the most of the supplies of grai
 and excellent lucelne-grass, both of which are here obtained ill
 abundance. The caravans from Yarkand often halt a weeli at
 Panamik (a large and flourishing arillat,e a few miles below
 ChangluIg), to feecl and rest the baggage-animals after tEle
 hard *arork alld seant fare tllat they hase had OI1 the Journey.
 Tt is llere tbat on the outward journey the real difficulties of
 the march commence. Instead of following one stream right
 up to its source in the Warakorum Pass, as is done in the winter
 oute, the traveller llas first of all to cross a very high ancl pre-

 cipitous llill just above Changlung village. The road aseenfls
 by a zigzag anci rises rather more than 4000 feet in a lengtll of
 about 4 miles, tlle stiSest bit of ascent on the whole jourley to

 * ?30metimes also calleci " Laoehe La.'7
 t In Tllrlci ''Mllz-tbtyh'' mealls "IGE Mountain," alld "Ealaikorum'? is the

 equieraletlt of " E31;Acls grtlArelXt

 176  TROTTER on the Geographical Besults of the
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 Mission to KasAghar in 1873-4.  177

 YErkand. After reaching the top of the Karawal Pass, the
 road descends into the Saser stream and then passes Up it to
 the Saser Lav a pass over a mighty ridge covered with snow
 and glaciers, which runs down from the great mollntain mass
 forming the eastern extremity of the so-called Karikorum
 Rallge, and separates the waters of the Sllbrax from those of
 the Shyok. This pass (17,820 feet) is one of the most difficlllt
 on the whole road, and is rarely, if ever, free from snow; while
 the road passes through, over, and a]ongside of glaciers for
 many miles.t The road from the top of the pass follows the
 bank of a stream which enters the Sh:yok Etiver at Saser Polu,
 a halting-place on the winter road. The Shyok is here crossed
 with difficulty, as is proved by the fact that two Ladakhis were
 drowned there when returning from laying out supplies for our
 return journey.

 The road now descends a tributary stream on the left bank of
 the Shyok, crosses a low pass, and at Murghi Camp joins
 another stream which flows from the Dipsang plains into the
 Shyok River. It was at this point, at a height of 15,200 feet,
 that our comrade, Dr. Stoliczka, breathed his last, after having tla-
 versed the KarakorumPass, and the perhaps still more trying Dip-
 sang plains which rise to an elevation of about 18a000 feet above
 the sea. The intense cold of this bleak and dreary waste prevents
 this route from being adopted in winter, during which season
 the caravans follow the Shyok River, from Saser Polu up to
 Daulat Beguldi (Turki for " Daulat Beg died," an appropriate
 name for so desolate a spot). This camp which is situatecl
 in the north-west corner ot the Dipsang Plain, marks the junc-
 tion of the winter and summer routes, which unite here, ancl
 cross the Karakorum Pass, 11 miles abosTe the camp, continuing
 together a distance cf 40 miles farther to Ak-tagh. The Kara-
 korum Pass, though 18,550 feet above the sea, is by no means
 so formidable an obstacle as is generally supposed. It is always
 free from glaciers, and in summer from snow. The as( ent on
 both sides is gentle, and the road good; so that, although it
 forms the water-parting betveen Hindustan and Central Asia,
 it ls less of an obstacle to the merchant than tlle Digar, the
 :Shardung, the Saser, or the Sanju passes. From it the road
 passes along the DEVarakorum stream (one of the head-waters of

 * At the head of the Nubra Valley a road passes over the main lQarakorum
 chain by the Chorbut Pass and descends into the Yarkand River at Khufelong.
 It was formerly much used by the Baltistan merchants, but is now rarely
 employed. It is probably not less than 1Y 000 feet high, and is always closed
 for at least nine months in the year, and is at no times practicable for laden
 animals.

 t On the return journey of the Mission, several hundreds of coolies were
 employed for some weeks in preparing the road ove, this vass.

 VOL. XLVIIT. +T
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 178  TROTTER on the GeograpAzical Results of tAe

 the Yalkand R;ver) to Ak-tagh, traveslng the comparatively
 open ground on the west of Saratagh Plain.* At Ak-tah the
 roads again diverge, the winter route continues down the Yar-
 kand River, which is crossed eighteen times between Ak-ta'rh
 and Kulunaldi,t a distancs of 74 lniles. At the latter place this
 road ascends the range that wsrs called by Hayward the ci western
 Suen Luent' and crosses it by the Yangi-Dswan (or ;' New Pass,"
 16,000 feet), into the Tiznaf River, whose course it follovFs for
 41 zmiles to Chlklik. The road is here talien over one of the
 :northern spurs of the Kuell Luen by the Tupa t or Ak-
 korum Pass (10,470 feet), whence it descends along the banks
 of a gently slop;ng stream to iliugiars a considerable village
 (co:ntaining 400 or 500 houses) on the borders of the plains of
 Easterll Turkistans and 41 miles distant from IVarghalik, a
 large town situated at the junetion of the Zalnistani (v
 :@ugiar), aud the Tabistani (via Satlju) routes. It was by the
 Kugiar road that the AIission returned to India. The road had
 1)een closed for several years previously by order of the Yarkand
 authorities o+ving to the risk to which travellers were exposed
 of beillg plundered and sold into slavery by the wild Eunjud
 robbers ot Hurlza alld Nagar, who, comillg down from theil
 fastnesses to the nort;ll of Bunji arld Giloit used to render the
 whole valley of the Yarkalld River from Sulunaldi up to Ak-
 tafflh utterly unsaSe for travellers or merchants, urlless in large
 ?arties and well armed.?

 It was in the month of June that the Pamlr party returned
 by tlle Irugiar rollte somewhat too late in the season to traverse
 .

 8 " Wartittith = i; Black Mountain."

 f " Rulunildi " = " the svild horse died."
 X In Turki *4 Tupa " mealls " hill," and " Ak-koruln " " White gravel."
 ? These rolabers, appalently frora fear of the KashChar Amirt have of recent

 vears ceased to infest this road, but it is reported that since the return of the
 3tiSSiOIl fiole Yalkand, the Runjudis have attacked a nonladic tribe called
 Phakpos, who inhabit lluinerou3 valleys on the west bank of the Tizzlaf River.
 rlrhe roa(l by which these robbers advance must pass over numerous glaciers and
 elosses ttle Earakorunl Range blJ the Shingshul Pass, a short distance to the srest
 *)f the Shigar or Bluztagh Pass. The road flom Shingshul descends the Kum
 stream antl joins the road from the Muztagll Pass at a distance of one and a half
 learclles to tlle north of the latter. After t]lree short tnarches more, the Yirland
 Itiver is reached at Dallll-i-Bazar Dalah, three short marches below Kuliinaldi
 (on tlle same river), a frequently use(l halting-place on the road between W>ira-
 korutn Pass and Kug,islr. The Shillgshul P.tss is said to he easier than either the
 Chortut or the Slligar Pttsses, antl is at tirnes passable by la-.lell horses. Tlle
 3iUZt,agll PAS3 (whwh was estimated by Godwin Austen at 18 400 feet, and by
 the Sehllgintweits at 19,000 feet) road lies for a great distauce oer glaciers, and
 is difficult and dangerous. It is oceasionally used by the Baltis,l who have a
 colony in Yarkand, and who traverse this pass when returning thence to their O5V11 (:DUIltl7,

 1 Or natisres of Baltistan, a mountaillous elistwict inhabited by Shiah Mu3sulmans,
 alld sn ing to the nortTl-rest of Ladllkh.
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 Mission to KasAlghar in 1873-4.  179

 it with safety, a:nd considerable danoer was incurred from the
 daily increasing floods of the Tiznaf River, which after noon
 used to come down with such fore,e as frequently to close tlle
 roadJ At this season, also, the southern slopes of the Yangi-
 Diwan (hass) are very difficult to tlaverse and somewhat dan-
 gerous, as the recently dead bodies of nurnerous baggage-animals
 see:n by us on the return journey too surely tastified. The floods
 of the Tiznaf are probably worse in June and July than at any
 other time of tht3 year as after that period the snow on the
 lower mountains has nearly all been melted. The Yarkand
 Rivers on the other hand, above :Sulunaldi, being plincipally
 fed by glacier-stleams, is more difficult later on in the hot
 51veather. Although there was a much larger body of water
 in the Ytirkand than in the Tisnaf River, yet in the former
 the bed was broad and level, and was crossed without difEculty;
 whereas irl the Tiznaf the stream is narrow, arld the bottom
 generally compo.sed of large stones and boulders, wilch re:nders
 its passage very difficult. On one occasion during the return
 journey, wnen I had gone on a couple of days ahead of Colonel
 Gordon's party so as to have more time for survey, I had, irt
 order to insure security fronl water, placed my chro:nometers in
 my pockets, instead of the mule-trunks svhere they were usually
 carried. It was the first time that I had done so, and as ill-luck
 would have it, I twice got parted from lny horse in deep water
 while searching for a fbrd, and had to swim for my life with
 my chlonometels in my pocliet. On the same occasion my
 horses and baggage-animals were cut otY from all supplles by tlle
 floods, and were {or more than thirty-six hours 7ithout tastin
 food. The road crossed the river :nearly twenty times in one
 marchs or about once in every linear mile of its course. A
 month eal71ier in the season (AIay) the river was fi ozen
 and was ascended by an aclvanced palty of rlatives without
 difficulty.

 Returning to Ak-ta^,h, the point - of divergence of the
 two routes, the summer road passes thellce ovel a spur of
 the liuen Luen by the Su^,et,a tolerably easypass(17,610
 feet!), from whlch the road descends along a winding stream
 to the Wara-kash River, which it strikes a few luiles above
 Shahidula.*

 * At Shahidula is a srnaJl folt which, durin tlle time of the disturbances itl
 Eastern Turkistan (which resulted in the accession of the present King), was
 oce.upied by a detachnaent of the Mah;lraja's troops frola Kashmir. These were
 subsequently withdlawn, and the place is now generally recognized as belongin?
 to the Eashghar ruler. The Kirghis of SanJu have of late years constantly
 cocupied tl-le Karakash Valley up as f.+r as the great bend above Sora alld occa-
 sionally astend some of tlle v;llley8 to tlle south, lelding up to tlle libiratagh
 plain. In many Of these valleys there is abundallce of gl'8SS and wood.

 N 2
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 180  tROTTER on the Geographical Results of the

 Below Shahidula the Karakash River winds through the Kuen
 Luen Rant,e.* The road follows along it for some3 20 miles
 and occasionally crosses it. In summer its passage is effected
 by merchants with considerable difficulty. The Karalash flows
 in the direction of Khotan, and between the river and Yarkand
 lies a formidable sl)ur from the B:uen Luen, which has to be
 crossed. The traveller, if he be here unfettered by political
 obligations, has the choice of three roads before him, viz., by
 the Wilik, the Wilian, and the Saju passes. Traders are seldozn
 or nLev-er allo+ved to use the former, which is said to be the
 easiest arld shortest; it follows the course of the Toghra, a con-
 siderable stream which enters the Karakash 9 miles below Sha-
 hidula. The floods of this strearn in hot weather often detain
 travellers a consideiable time on its banks. The iliilik Diwan
 (Pass3 is crossed in the third or fourth march from Shahidula
 and after going over another low pass the road joins the Kuffliar
 route at Beshterek one day's mtarch to the south of Karghalik;
 little is known of this road, but it is said that grass and wood
 are to be found at every stage. It was once much used by the
 Baltistan merchants who are settled in Yarkand.

 Nearly 3 miles below where the Toghra-su enters the Karaliash
 River is the fort of Ali Nazar, where the Wilian road leaves the
 Walakash Talley and passes up an open ravi:ne in a north-west
 direction. This roacl is sometimes used in the summer as an
 alternative to that over the Sanju Pass; it is somewhat lligher,
 but, alt}lout,h impractieable for laden :horses, is not so difficult
 to traverse. The :ELilian Pass is crossed in the second day after
 leaving the :@arakash. The road follo^7s the stream from the
 pass for four 3Xlarches, *shen it debouches into the Turkistan
 Plain at the village of Wilian, two marches to the south of Bora
 o11 the road bet^w-een Sanju and Kargl<alik.t
 The third a:nd most flequentecl road from Shahicllila is qvia

 Sanju. It leaves the Warakash 20 miles below Shahidiila at
 Atazar Abu Bakar, fiole which place tlle road aseends to the
 sumnlit of the S;anju (also happi]y named ' Grim ") Pass, which,
 although not mote than 1d,700 feet above sea-level, was
 deeidedly the most (lifTicult obstacle encountered by the Mission
 on the road to Yarkand. Its sunlmit is never free from
 snow and ice, and is itepassable by laden ponies. Yaks have
 always to be used alld are collected fllozn all quarters for
 the passage of a lalge caravan. From the pass the road de-
 scends to the Sanju or Sarikia River, which it follows to tlle

 * I)ividing it, according to iEIayward's non:enclature, into Eastern and Wester Kuen Ltlen.

 t In former years the kLilian would appear to have been the most frequented
 route, but it is now little use-d.
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 Mission to KasAlghar in 1873-4.  181

 lare alld scattered village of Sanju, o:ll the borders of the
 gleat Tllrkistan Plain. ()ccasionaliy, in the hot season, tle
 Sanju R;ver is so flooded in its lower cotlrse as to become im-
 passable, in which case a detour is made by a road which crosses
 a small spur 13y the Chuchu Pass (11,800 ieet), and then follows
 the Arpalek streatn to near Sarlju. Therkee a good and level
 road leads to Yarkand, a distance of 122 miles, and meets the
 Kilian rollte at Bora, and the lVilik a:nd Sugiar routes at
 :Earghalik.

 Let us return to the Chang Chenmo route from Leh to
 Turkistan The road asoends the Indus for 20 miles, and then
 goes up a tributary stream for 13 miles to Zingral, from which
 place the liailas rarlge may be crossed either by tlle Chang La
 (17,600 feet), or the Eay La (1T,900 feet). By the former and
 easier road of the two it is 23 miles from Zingral to the large
 villat,e of Tankse, situated on one of the tributaries of the
 Shyok River. By the Kay La foot-passengers shorten the road
 by some 6 miles. The roads over both passes, althollh free
 fiom glaciers, are very dif3ficult; and it i8 usual, although not
 absolutely necessary, to etnploy yaks in carrying goods across.

 Tankse is the last place on this road where supplies are pro
 ctlrable, and is, by the shortest route, 35Q miles fiom Sanju, the
 first 1-arge village encountered in Tulkistan. For the whole of
 this distance supplies of grain, both for men and horses, have to
 be carried, and at a great many halting-places neither grass
 nor fire-wood is procurable. From Tankse, after passint
 Luliong at the head of the Pangong Lake, the road crosses a-
 lofty nlass of mourltai:ns by the Lallkar or Marsemik La (1S,400
 feet), a very high, but in summer by no mealls a difficult pass.
 It is free fiom glaciers, and genelally clear of snow during the
 summer and early autumn. Descending into the Chang Chenmo
 Valley and crossing the stream, a tributary of the Shyol;, the
 road ascends a side ravine to a point 8 miles beyoIld Gogra
 from which there is a choice of three diSerent roads all leadlng
 on to the Ling-zi-Tllang $ Plains.

 The most westerlv path ascends the Chantlung Pantun
 Pass (18,900 feet), and deseends into a deep ravine running
 along the Stolly and very difficult bed of a stream t (which ulti-
 mately finds its way into the Shyok River)} ascends again, and
 skirts the western border of the gently-andlllating Ling-si-Than7
 Plain, in traversing which the traveller crosses, almost without

 * Or Ak-sai Chin.
 t The march down tllis ravine was one of the most trying encountered during

 the outward journey.
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 knowingZ it the watershed between India and Central Asia.
 After passirlg the watershed the road crosses a small stream
 one of the head waters of the W;irakash and then goes over a
 svtlr (Rompas La) 18,l60 feet in height, and dt?scends into the
 bed of tIle Wtirakash River, which it strikes at an elevation of
 17,400 feet abox7e the sea and follows to Kizil Jilga.

 The portioll of the roacl between the Cllallglung Pantung Pass
 and Kisil Ji]ga is perhaps tlle ulOSt trying part of tIais -/oute. Tbe
 great elevation and consequent bitter colcl is much aggravated
 by frequent snow allfl a piercing +vind which blows from
 morning to llight; the long drearv n:lalches cause c)ne to arrive
 after dark at camps where tllere are scant supplies of fuel, and
 no grass; occasional ice-beds block up the whole road, one of
 these e:xtends for three miles down the Warakash River; all
 combine to try most seserels both man and beast.

 At Wizil Jilga tlle road just described joins an alternatixJe
 roact (taken bv C?lptain BicicIulpll on the outward journey),
 which, leaving the usual route a few miles north of Gogra,
 crosses the Challglug Barma Pass (19,30() fEet) on to the Ling-
 zi-Thang Plains, along which it passes at a still hit,her elevation
 than the western road. It descends into tlle Warakash River at
 :Wizil Jilga the greater elevation malies this road perhaps eve
 more trfJinffl than the western route.

 The thild route from Gogra, before alluded ton leaves the
 Chang Chenmo Valley 8 uliles above GLogra and tlle Ling-zi-
 Thang Plain may be reached by either tlle (Changlung Barma or
 the Changlung Yokma Pass, a little farther to the east, and of
 about the same elevation. This is the pass taken by Mr. (rlow
 Sir) Douglas Forsyth in his fil st mission to Yarkand. By it, the
 road followecl by C:alptain Biddulph (strikirlg the Sarakasll
 River at Wizil Jilga) may be joineda but a more rlortherly route
 passing over a suceession of elesrated plains was taken by the
 fcsrnler lnissiorl, and tlle Waralzash River as struck a few miles
 above Sora, at the sudflen bend that the river takes when its
 course is turned towarcls the west (in north lat. 35? 55') by tlle
 Ruen Luen Bange. From this point the road followed the
 river to Shahidula.

 In addition to the intense cold, the principal objection
 to all three routes slwirting or passing ovel the Lizlg-zi-Thang
 Plains is the extreme eleration at which the traveller has
 tcy remain for so lnany narches: the cattle are exhausted by
 tIis, and too freqrlently suffer in addition from the pangs of
 hlln*,er allcl tllirst. rl'ilese clifficulties nearls brought the first
 tnission to Yarkand to a disastrous end; arlcl the salne causes
 llave proved, alld will probably continue to prove, suffieient
 to deter the expeIlenced ulellelailt kom following this road.
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 The older, shorter, and better known route by the Warakoruln
 is likely always to be preferred by the lnerchant even irl
 summer; whereas in winter an attempt to traverse the Ling-zi-
 Thang Plains must almost always result in disaster.

 From Kizil Jilga the road follows the SalXakash River to
 Chung Tash (or " Great Stone "). From this point the easterr
 variation, taken by Captain Biddulph, follows the Karaliash
 River right down to Shahidiila, a distance of 166 miles; ^^7hile
 the western or more direct road is only 113 aniles in lerlgth; and
 although in the latter there are two high passes, viz., tlle Eara ^
 tagh (17,700 feet) and the Suget (17,600 feet) to be crossed en
 roq6te, yet they are neither of them difficult ones. The Suget Pass
 may be avoided by going over the lower and still easier pass of
 Fotash, by which the Kalakash River is struck one malch above
 Gulbashem. In the circuitous line from Chung-tash down the
 :Earakash, the road is bad, but there is the advantage of plen-
 tiful suppplies of grass and fuel which are almost altogether
 wanting on the Saratagh line. The Ling-zi-Thang routes meet
 the Karakorum summer route at Aktagh or at Shallidvila
 accor(ling as the western or eastern variation is adopted.

 At the angle formed by the Warakash River above Sora, xvhen
 turned by the liuen Luen Range, the traveller can proceed to
 Whotan direct (a distance of 160 miles, or 11 marches) by
 crossing the :Suen Luen Range by the Yangi or Ilchi Diwan
 (crossed by Mr. Johnson in his joulney to Whotan in 1865), and
 estimated by him at 19,500 feet in height: after passing this
 there is another formidable glacier pass, the Naia Khan (height
 18,659 feet, according to Johnsorl), which has to be crossecl
 before reaching the plains. The Ilehi Dixvan is said to be
 open for only three months in the year.

 On the Walakash River, above Fotash, is a camping-ground
 called Sumgal, from which Robert Schlagintsveit crossed the
 :Suen Luen Range by the IIi;Eldu-tagh Pass, estimated ly him at
 17,379 feet high. At the top of this pass is a glacier much
 crevassed and extremely steep. It is a long and difficult march
 from its foot to the village of Bushia, where are nunaerous
 tents and caves occupied by Wirghiz, ancl supplies can be
 obtained in large qllantities. It is eight marches thence to
 :@hotan, and the road is described as bad. The road by the
 Hindu-taOh Pass can only be used by foot-passengers.

 From all accounts the ordinary trade-route between :Shotan
 and Ladakh in former years was, as at present, sqa the SEnju
 and Karakorum Passes. 'The road from Khotan is that to
 Yarkand as far as Zanguia, svhence it diverges to Sanju Village
 direct. Another road from Shallidula to :Whotan lies down the
 RarAlash River, and, going over an easy pass, emerges at
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 Dulea,+ a large village said to lie about 2() miles to the south-
 +est of Pialma (on the Shotan and Yarkand road). The road
 down the LEEaralsash can ouly be used in mid winter.

 We now corlle to consider the estreme eastern route, vxct the
 Ghang-Thang or ;' Northern Plains.' Of tllis road we have a
 survey by Kishen Sing Pundit, olle of the more important geo-
 graphical results secllred by the l\1ission.t

 A traveller from Leh to Whota:rl migllt follow the route by
 the Pangong Lake, alollg whicll the Pundit travelIed, but he
 zvollld more probably tale a short cut froin Lukong to the
 3Tangtza Lake, following the ordinary Chang Chenmo route to
 Ysirkand as far as the poillt whel e tllat road leaves the Chan
 Chenmo Valley. Passing up the latter, he would make his way
 eastward to its head, where an easy pass is known to e:xist
 leading on to the high table-land beyond By adoptin this
 load he would save 40 miles over the more circuitous road by
 Noll. From Mangtza the road lies over a selies of high plateaus,
 varying from 16,()()0 to 17,000 feet in height, crossed here and
 there by low ridges which rise somewhat irregulally from the
 ;urface of the plain which contains numerous lakes, most of
 them l?rackish. In latitude 35? 7' northa the Pundit crossed, at
 a height of but little more than 17>000 feetS the watershed of a
 snowy range, which may perhaps be the true eastern con-
 tinllation of the Kuen Luen. Flom the north of the pass the
 Siria stream takes its rise; the load bllows down it as far as
 Arash (16 000 feet), but again ascends to the Ghubolik Plain
 whicll (17;()00 feet abo-e the sea) counects the snowy range just
 alluded to with another somesThat higher range to the north.
 This last ridge is a buttress of the vast Tibetarl plateau, and in
 descending the Polll stream frona the Gllubolik At Diwan:
 (17,500 feet) to Polua a distance of 28 miles including windings,
 there is a fall of about 9()00 feet. Polu is a small sillage in
 the Shotan districtv and from it Khotan (or Ilchi) city may be
 reached either by the direct road (by Chihar Imam) which
 skirts the feet of spurs from the elevated plateau above, or the
 traveller may proceed dow:n the stream to Kiria by the route
 followed by the Pundit.

 * Duba is shown on :Elaproth's map as a large place about half-way between
 Zawa and Sanju

 + The onlxr previous :ccount we have of thi3 road is one derived from tlative
 illforxuation ssupplieel by Mr. R. 13. Shaw, and -hich was published in the ' Pro-
 ceedings ' of the P;oyal GLeographical Soeiety, vol. xvi. (1872) pages 247 and 248.
 This account agrees remarkably well with that given by the Pundit, and every
 uarch can be followed on the ]arge-scale map I hase before me as I write.
 + Or " Sulphur Horse Pass," so called from its being used by the Polu people

 vvhen bringing sulphur to Khotan. SulpElur is excavated in large quantities
 flozn the ground near the lake in the Ghubolik Plain.
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 Throughout the whole of tlle road from :Shotan to Leh
 traxrersed btr the Pundit, fuel was abundant everywhere and
 there was only one stage where there was not a good s.upply of
 grass These facts would indicate the line as one well adapted
 tor the native merchantato whom time is of no great value. As
 far as I can learn however from inquiry, it never has been used
 as a trade route ona large scale, the chief rnason being fear
 of the Chang-pas * or Tagh-lik, wandering tribes of Tartars.,
 nominally subject to the Chinese officials at Gartokh and
 Rudokh, but probably practically only so far subject to them
 that they xvould abstain florn committing violertt aggression
 on parties travelling under the protection of those authorities.
 Habibilla, wllo was elected B:ing of :Eihotan when the Chirlese
 B ere turned out o-f the country, sent messengers to try and open
 up this route ill 1864. Tley welre seized by the Chang-pas
 and compelled tcy return to Whotan, with the threat that
 llXr subsequent explorers would be put to death. The in-
 habitallts of Wiria and Polu go as far south as Ghubolik to
 procure sulphul. They also go west of thss towards the
 Yulung-Eash (or Ilchi) River, where they seaicll for gold and
 jade ;- but it would appear that although the lihotanese claim
 the country up to the head of the :Kiria River, as their
 toundary yet practically, bom fear of the Chang-pas, they
 never go quite so far to the south. Orl the other hand the
 Chang-pas, who probably have equal reason to fear the Turks
 from the plains, would appear not to wander farther north
 than Rikong Chumik (the ridge to the north of which separates
 their grazing grounds from plains on the north through which
 flows a considerable stream, passed by the Pundlt., asserted by
 his guide to be the head of the Yurung-Eash River). It would
 thus appear that, owing to the mutual hostility of the two races,
 there is a lal7ge tract of nelltral ground which is never occupied
 by one or the other, extending from Rikong Chumik to
 Ghubolilz: here the Pundit saw large herds of yak, antelopey
 and jungle sheep (Oves anumon), which had apparently never been
 seared by the sight of man. Near Rikong Chumik were the
 remains of rlumerous huts; others were frequently seen along
 the road, but foltanately for the Pundit he did not meet or see
 a single human being between Ghubolik and Noh, a distance of
 244 miles, a circllmstance which enabled him to complete his
 route survey up to Noh without interruptioll.

 From Noh he tried to get to Rudokh, but was not permitted
 to do so; iIl fact the inhabitants tried to conlpel him to return by

 * Chang-pa in Thilzetan means North-man, while the Turki name for the same
 people is Tagh-lisk, t.e. Mountatneer.
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 the way he had comen and it was with great difHculty that he at
 last got pelmission to go to Leh direet. Antieipating a seareh
 by the first people he should ellcounter, he had, wherl nearixkg
 the vlllage of Noh concealed his instruments a:nd papers in a
 bushs IIe nYaS duly searched but of course nothing was tound,
 and he afterwards slleceeded in again getting possession of his
 valuables. In Tibet the great diffielllty encountered by
 persons entering in disguise is always on the frontier where the
 esamination is very strict. When once allowed to pass into the
 interior of the country there, is little to fear

 The newly-acquired knowledge of this road may perhaps
 lead to irnportant practical results bllt nof until our relations
 with the Chinese empire, and their too independent subordinates
 in Tibet, are placefl on a more satisfactory footing than they
 aze at plese}lt. It is apparentS by combinirlg the results of this
 sulvey with other inforuation collected by the survey Pundits
 during the past few years, that a road esists between tlle plains
 of Hindestan and Turkistan which entirely a+roids the territories
 of the MaharaJa of Washmlr? and whichS in the summer months
 may be tras-ersed without once crossing snow, or without en-
 counteri:ng one really difficult passs such as we know to e:xist
 on the :Kalmkorum and Chang Chenl:no routes. Leavirlg the
 plains of India at the ancient city of Ngibabad (betveen
 B:urdwar and AIoradabad)? the starting-point of the old Royal
 Road stated by AIvorcroft to have crossed these same mountain
 systems a good road about 2S0 miles in length,, and only
 crossi:nor one low pass* leads to the Witi Pass (16,676 feet high)
 Over the malll ;Himalayan Range. Descending from the Witi
 Pass due north into the SutleJ Valley and cressing that river at
 Totling (12f200 feet) by the iron susperlsion-bridge still existing
 (said, accord;ng to local tradition,, to have been constructed by
 Alexandels the Great) a:ndelossing by the Bogo La (1S,210 feet)
 into the Illdus Valley at Gartokh (14,240 feet), the road Yvould
 then follow that river to Demcllok.t 'l'he:nee it would go over
 the Jar& Pass dus north to Rudokh and Noh, and by the :nesvly
 surveyed route to Polu arld Whotan.

 EstimsUting the distance from Najibabad to the Niti Pass at
 210 milesS thence to Noh at 275, and from Noh to Khotan (vtd
 Kiria) 446 miles, we h&ve a total distance of 931 miles betveen
 Najibabad and Khotan; and this even might be considerably
 shortened by taking the direct road from Polu to Khotan.

 [The aneient Royal road probably bllowed the above to the
 suspellsion-blidge at Totlillg and thence to Budokh a:nd Noh,

 ., ,

 k The Lanrar Pass 6500 feet high, which is on the third day S march from the
 plains.

 t & more dired routo esiats from Totl;ng ?pta Dankhar to l)emehoko
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 whence a road now exists which passes vi& the head of the (:ha:ng
 Chenmo Valley and Nischu on to the Li:ng-zi-Thang plains,
 down the :Karakash Riarer and over the Sanju Pass to Sanju (or
 Sarikia) which is half-way between Yarkand and :Shotan.]

 Summarising our k:nowledge of the lengths of the various
 physically practicable routes from :Hindustan to Tulskistan we
 Knd that the distances are :--

 Miles.

 From Amritsir to Leh vta Rawul Pindi and Srinagar .. .. 63o
 ,, ,, to ,, via Kantra .. .. .. .. .. .. 522
 ,, ,, to ,, via Sealcote and Kashmir .. .. .. 575
 ,, Leh to Tarkand via Ling-zi-ThanC and R;:arakEsh River 584
 ,, ,, ,, via Chang Chenmo and Karataah ........................ 527
 , ,, ,, vta Karakorum Pass and Sinju (summer

 route).. .. .. .. .. .. .. 445
 ,, ,, ,, v<;i KarakorumandKugiar(winterroute) 472i

 ,, ,, ,, via Noh, Polu, and Shotan ................... .. .. 839 ,, , Khotan via Karakorum and Sanju .. .. 41Ei

 ,, ,, ,, via Ling-zi-Thang and IlchX Pass (Mr.
 Johrlson's route) .. .. .. .. 437

 ,, ,, ,, via Noh Polu, and Wiria .. .. 637

 ,, Amritsir to Yarkand by tle road followed by the BIission
 .e. vta Rawul Pindi, SrinaCar, Leh, and the summer
 Warakorum rollte . .. .. .. *. .. .. .. 1080

 ,, Najibabad to Khotan VisG the Niti Pass and Western
 'l'ibet .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 931

 At some distant day it is not impossible that the last-named
 road may form the highway to Turkistan; but as long as
 Europeans are rigorously excluded from Western Tibet we
 canIlot hope that this consummation will be realised.

 At a meeting of this Society in June 1874, when letters were
 read by Sir Henry Rawlinson that had shortly before been
 received from members of the Mission then in Yarkandn an
 idea appeared to prevail that I had been able to estend the
 triangulation of 13ritish India to meet that of Russia. This
 idea uras erroneous n in the frst place, Russia hitherto has not
 carried a trigonometrical survey into its recently-acquired
 territories ill Asia, and the mapping of their explcorations in
 Turkistan has necessarily been based on astronomical observa-
 tions taken at places of importance, which have been connected
 together by route-surveys of varying degrees of accuracy.
 This system I was myself ultim.ately compelled to adopt and
 the whole of my mapping in :Eash,:,haria and in the Pamlrs is
 based on my own astronomical observations.

 For a fes marches from Leh in every direction the country
 had been in former years, colrectly surveyed and mapped by
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 parties of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, under the l;lte
 Colonel Moutgomerie, R.E., but between this rigorously execu;ted
 survey and the table-lands of Tllrkistan lie vast tracts of
 mountainous countly, parts of which, thlough t,he entelprise,
 zeal, and energy of Messrs. ShanT, Haywardy and fohnson (all
 of them nalues wsell known to this Society), have been mapped
 with tolerable accuracy, while other parts have probably never
 yet. been traversed by man, certainly not by geographers. It
 was my object to weld to^,ethel, as far as possible, the e:xisting
 materials into a harmonious whole, alld to add whatever f
 could to existing data. It is true that at an early period of the
 undertaking I had lloped to be able to extend our triangulation
 for a considerable distance irther tlan it had already reached
 in the regular operations of the Kashlnir ?Aurvey, a:nd had the
 weather been more favourable, and had I had more time and
 mea:ns at lny disposal, soulething might posslbly have been
 done to this end; but as it was, owing to the antagonism of
 the elements, my dialy shows one alulost coIltinuous succession
 f disappointments. most disheartening, corlsidering that it nas
 I;ut the begirlning of the journey, and that T did not know but
 that political reasons might pllevent any work being done after
 leaching Yarkand territory. Climbing hills at the great ele-
 vation me were then at was very hard work, and of course oecu-
 pied considerably more time and labour than similar aseents at
 a lower level; and in nine cases out of ten when one did arrive
 at the top of a high hill, snow and clouds entirely obscured
 both distant and neighboulXing pealts. This cloudy weatller,
 combined with the necessity of regulating halts and marches
 according to the places where supplies had been laid out, soon
 made it evident that it was useless to attempt a continuation
 c)f the triangulation. The, length of some of the marches and
 the shortness of the days :made the esecution of a careful
 traverse as impossible as the triangulation, and, after sorne
 very hald work, I reluctantly calne to the conclusion that
 sothillg could be done by myself (;n addition to astronomical
 work), but to make what use I could of the plane-table. E>ren
 with this but little was done, owing to the extremely unfavour-
 able state of the weather; but I foztunately succeeded in fising
 my position satisfaetorily at two or three places on the road to
 Shahidula bnr llleans of oertain trigonometrical points which were
 fised years ago by the Survey L)epartment in advance of the
 acculate detailed survey. 3?any of these points were in the
 main Karakorum alld Euen Lllen ranges; some of them in
 tlae heart of the terrct tncoyntto6 before alluded to.

 The Survey Pundits meanwhile liept up a continuous route-
 survey alollg all the lines of anarch followed by myself and the
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 other parties of the DIission. They were unavoidably obliged
 to accompany the main camps, to march when they marched,
 and halt when they halted; and as the marches are arranged
 for the convenience of travellers, and not of surveyors, some
 of them were found u:aeommonly stifE and diffieult to get
 through before dark. As the Pundits were ;n pair3 a great
 part of the way, and thus able tv divide the work, the ground
 was got over with a fair amount of aceuracy; and checked
 and sorrected by the latitude observations taken both by
 themselves and myself on the outward and return journeys, the
 routes are certainly laid down with an amount of aecuracy not
 hitherto attainecl.

 I should explain that the Pundits are trained to esecute
 a traverse survey, the angles of which are measured with a
 prismatic compass, and the distanees determined by the
 number of Pundits' paees. These paces have a slightly differ-
 ent unit of length, which is generally determined at the close
 of operations by comparing the total amount of northing or
 southing as shown by the traverse, with the true corresponding
 distance as determined by the diSerence of latitude between
 the s$arting and closing points. The Pundits are all able to
 take latitude observations with a sextant, and are instructed
 to do so wherever opportunity occurs. It is obvious that the
 accuracy of the survey depends upon their beiIlg able to keep
 up a continuous measure of the roa(l; any break in it would
 ruin the work. LEence the necessity, if possible, of their work-
 ing in couples, so that they may relieve each other in the
 pacinffl, especially where, as in the present case, they wvere
 obliged to accompany the large camps, and could not select
 their own halting-places. The days were getting short, and if
 darkness once overtook a man before he had concluded his work,
 there was every probability of his whole survey being spoiled.

 To give some idea of the difficulties of surveying these
 mountain ran^,esX I nsay mention that, in addition to the crossing
 of sis passes, the lowest of which is 17,600 feet above sea-level,
 from the day on which we reached Gogra until arrival at Su^,et,
 a period of twenty-three days, I was never at a lower level than
 15,000 feet, and durin=, that period the thermometer seldom
 rose as high as freezing-point (32? Etahrenheit), whereas at night
 the minimum would vary from zero to 26? below zero.* ()ut
 of this time I was, for a period of twelve days, never at a lonzer
 level than 16,300 feet; while four consecutive eamping-grounds
 were all over 17,000 feet. The highest elevation at whieh our
 tents were pitched was at Dehra Kompas camp, 17,890 feet

 * i. e. 58? Fahrenl}eit below freezinn-point.
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 above sea-level, z.e. more than 2000 feet higher than the
 sum:mit of Mont Blanc. While T was at these great hest,hts,
 one of my companions, Captain Biddulph, was travelling by
 a more easterly route over still higher ground, five consecutive
 halting-places having averaged 17,600 feet above the sea-
 level. lt was in traversing these high lands that I)r Stoliczka
 laid the seeds of the illness that ultimately lost him his life.
 For many days he was in a most precarious state, but after
 some days caleful nursillg by Captain Biddulph, he appare:atly
 recos-ered. He subsequently encountered much hardship and
 exposure on our Expedition to the Pamlr and on the return
 journey to Irldia, when within a few days' march of Leh, a
 sudden recurrence of his former malady in a few hours cut
 short in its prime a life that was full of promise, and lost to me
 a most valued friend. He was buried at Lehs where a hand-
 some monument has been erected by the Indian Government
 to his memory.

 In these elevated regions whenever the wind was blowing the
 cold was so intense that even the natives of Ladakh who were
 rvith me used, on arrival at the top of a hill, to lie down in
 hollows or crouch behind stones in order to avoid the b;tter
 blast, which seemed to penetrate one's marrow. IJnder these
 circumstances satisfactory work could not be expected, and
 although I kept my ovn Ilealth in a wonderful manner, nearly
 call the natives who accompanied me suered severely. It was
 with no small satisfactiorl that Dr. Stoliczka and myself
 joined the envoy's camp at Al-tagh on the 13th of October, as
 we knew that thence sve should push on with all available
 speed to warmer and more hospitable regions. Our difEclllties
 were, however, by no lueans oxTer, as the Sanju or Grim Pass,
 although onlv 16a700 feet above sea-level, was about the anost
 difficult piece of the whole road. lt was impossible for men
 or beasts to keep a firm footing on the icy zigzags, arld manv of
 the baggage-animals +vere precipitated over the SnoWy sicles
 of the mountair. We lost eight mules and three ponies in the
 passage; while the Yarkand envoy, who followed us, leit twelve
 horses dead on the pass.

 Time does not permit lne to dwell further on the mountain-
 ranges separating India from Turkistan. The subject has
 often been discussed before this Society, the members of
 which are also familiar with deseriptions of the road across the
 plains of '1lurki.stan to Sashghar, I will therefore pass on to
 ground3 of s7hich less is krlown.

 At Sashahar we were most hospitaLly and kindly entertained
 by the Amir Yakoob Shan. It is melancholy to refiect on
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 what has occllrred since the time of our visit. Yakoob, our
 then host., is dead, and the whole of the kingdom of which he
 was then in undisputed possession, estending from Tashkurghan
 to Turfan, is now s11 the hands of it3 former masters the
 Ghinese-who, as is their universal custom in the case of a
 suppressed rebellion, are believed to have massacred the whole
 of the adult population of the country.

 During our winter's stay in liashghar, while other members
 of the Mission were employed in negotiationss in politics, and
 ;n the study of the history resources, and statistics of the
 country, my own time was fully occupied in astronomical,
 meteorological, and magnetic observations and in the collection
 of geographical material. The results call be studied in detail
 in the Appendices to the Report I submitted to the Government
 of India.

 My observations for latitude and longitude were taken with
 a si2z-inch transit theodolite, by Tloughton and Simms-a capital
 instrument, of which we have a specimen on the table this
 evening. A similar one was carried with me on all my wander-
 ings a distance of zmore than 3000 miles earefully packed and
 carried on a pack-saddle ovar the highest passes in the wolld,
 through deserts and through floods; and although I have
 observed with it at temperatures varying from each other by
 as much as 100? Fahre:nheit, I have never found it work badly,
 and I never once had oecasion to clean the asis during the
 whole period of my absence.

 During the winter in ;Kashghar I was pertaitted to make
 two excursions in the neighbourhood, both of which have
 enabled me to add solnething to our geographical L;now-ledge.

 During the first of these trips, which occupied us from the
 the 31st of December to the 10th of January, Dr. Stoliczka and
 myself, under the orders of Colonel C;ordon, visited the Russian
 frontier at Lake Chatyr :}9ul, about 110 miles north-west by
 north of lVashghar. Thfe road followed was the caravan-read
 from Rashghar to the important Russian military centre of
 Almaty or Vernoye. The road had been stronfflly fortified by
 the 13:ashgllarians, as it was the most likely line to be taken
 by an invading Russian force.

 T succeeded, with no little difficulty, in keeping up a con-
 tinuous route survey, and took observations for latitudes at four
 points on the line of march, the most :northerly being at Turgat
 3ela on which occasion, while observing, the thermolneter stood
 at 10? below zero (}'ahrenheit), arld an interlsely bitter wind
 was blowiilg. Later on the same night the thermometer fell
 16? lower, while inside the aAcoee (Iiirghiz tent), where we slept,
 it was as low as 82? below zero.
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 It may be imagined that taking star observations in the
 (3pen with the thermometer standing below sero ;s not a
 very pleasant occupation. After handlint, the instrllnlent for
 a short time, the sensation, so far as one's fingers ale eon-
 cerned ceases, and during a set of observations it is necessary to
 rllsh freqlle:ntly into the adjacent tent to restore circulation over
 a fire. 'llhe recorder, on such occasions, nurses the hand lantern
 with great care, and although the ink is plaeed inside the lantern
 yet it would freeze on the pen between the lantern and the
 paper. I was eventually obliged to allow a pencil to be used
 on such oecasions. My faithful Madras servant " Frallcis"
 also e2zperienced no little d;fficulty in getting the lamps to
 burn ?xoperly. The oil becomes very thick from the cold.
 The alr-holes had to be carefully enlarged for high altitudes7
 so that while admitting more air, they might still be small
 enough to prevent the high winds which were frequently blow-
 ing, fFom extinguishing the light.

 We left Yangi-shahr (the new city of liashghar), and going
 northwards, crossed the River Wizyl by a good wooden bridge.
 On our left ]ay the old city of Kashghar beyond which we
 crossed the iEtiver Taman. 'llhese two streams meet to the
 east of tike tONVIl, and form the Kashghar Dari.a. At the time
 we passed there was but lit$1e water in either stream, that little
 being frozen, so that it was impossible to form any idea of
 the size of the vast mas3 of water that must come down in the
 summer time. The left bank of the Taman is covered by tanneries
 and cemeteries; the road enters a :uarrow lane between two mud
 wallsS on either side of which are irlelosed gardens, fields, and
 hovels. These continue for some four mileS when the road
 emerges on to an open stons plain forming a sery gently rising
 slope up to a small spur from a low raxge of hills, running
 nearly due east and west, through a gap in which, formed by
 the River Artysh, the read passes. On the north side of the
 range is the wide and fertile valley of the Artysh, a name given
 to the whole distriet, which consists of several small townships
 scattered over the valley, in one of which we put up for the
 night.

 Crossing the Artysh Plain the road ertters the Toyanda
 Talley, about 2 miles wide, and here we may be said to have
 fairly entered the 'fian Shan Mountains. In marching up this
 open valley we had in view to our left the sharp serrated edges
 o? the Ming-yol EIill, a prominent object in the panoramic
 view from the roof of the Embassy buildings in :Kashghar; in
 front of us lay a range o? snow-covered peaks; these forlned part
 of a small range running parallel to the main chain. A
 little farther on through a broad open valley we reached the
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 picturesque camping-ground of Chung Terek, a Kirghiz village,
 where were a llumber of akoees pitched for our reception. From
 this place the scenery gets much bolder, and the road passes
 between precipitous hills rising to a heiCht of some 3000 feel;
 above the valley, thlough svhich a march of 20 miles brought
 us to the Chakmak Forts, where very strong fortifications had
 been erected for the defence of the frotltiern and where the
 overhanging heights are so precipitous and inaccessible that it
 wollld be almost impossible for an enemy to eSect a lodgment.

 There are two roads over this range of hills converging ort a
 point a few miles north-+vest of tlle Chakmak Forts-one from
 the Suyok Pass, two days' journey in a north-west direction, is
 little more than a path, and cannot be traversed by horsemen;
 but the other from the Turgat Pass, about 30 miles to the north
 of the junctiorl, is now the :cnain caravan-road between Kashghar
 and the Russia:n settlement of Almaty (Fort Vernoye), and may
 be said to be practicable all the year round, although somewhat-
 more difficult, perhaps, in summer, when there is lnuch more
 water in the River Toyanda, which has to be crossed some fortvn
 times in the course of the jourlley.

 From a ravine lying to the south of the Chakmak Forts a
 road runs across the hills to the Terekty Fort, nearly due
 north of Kashghar. It lies on the shortest road between the
 Naryn Fort (Russian) and iSashghar qtia the Bogushta and tlae
 'laerekty passes.

 For 25 miles above Chakmak, the road continues gently
 ascending along the course of the frozen stream, passilzg
 through volcanic rocks, to TurOat Bela, a little short of which
 the nature of the country alters, and the precipitous hills are
 replaced by ge:ntly undulating grassy slopes, abounding witl
 the "Ovis Poli."* These exterlsive grassy slopes, somewhat
 resemblint, the English downs, are a sery curious feature of the
 country, and not only attract the :Eirghiz as grazing-grounds
 for their cattle, but are equally sought after by the large herds
 ot Guljal; in one of which Dr. Stoliczka counted no less than
 eighty-five. The weather was now intensely cold; Colonel
 Gordon got his fingers frost-bitten from the cold contact of his
 rifle, alld when I stopped for a few seconds on the top of a ridge
 to get a view of the country, and to record the reading of my
 aneroid, my hands and feet becaine entirely numbed.

 The valley had now gradually risen till at Turgat Bela we
 had reached an elevation of 11,030 feet above the sea. \5To

 * The OVi8 Poli, or guljar, as well as the ibes, abound in these hills in sucl
 large quantities that they form tlle principal food of the garrisons of the outposts.
 At Chakmak we sas a large shed piled up to the roof with the frozen carcasses ot'
 these animals.

 VOL. XLVIII. o
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 rode thence to the Chatyr Eul Lake, and back to camp tlle
 same evening (about 32 milesj. Starting early in the morning
 lvith the thermometel several degrees below zero, we rode
 13 miles to the pass up a gentle ascent through a broad and
 Op8ll valley, until within a mile of the crest, where the slope,
 though still very easy, is somewhat steeper. On the left of
 our road was a range of lofty, bold, precipitous peaks. On
 our right were low undu]atillg hills, extending away eastward
 as far as we could see. On reaching the pass (12,760 feet) we
 did not immediately see the lake, but had to advance for about
 3 miles in a northerly direction, when we carne suddenly into
 full view of the whole lake and the range of mountains beyond,
 a ^agnificent panorama. There are two nearly parallel ranges
 of :mountains-the Turgat, on which we stood, and the Tash
 Rabat to the north-both portions of the Tian ShAn Range,
 which westward, like the B:arakorum eastwards, seems to lose
 its identitv and merges into several comparatively unimportant
 chains, of which it is impossible to say which is the main one.
 The Chatyr Eul lies between these two ridges. There is no
 drainage out of it, but several small streams run into it. The
 Russian maps include the lake within their boundary, which
 they place on the crest of the southern or Turgat Range, the
 peaks and passes of which are of about the same average height
 as of the northern range. The Aksai River, which rises a femr
 nwiles east of the lake, flows into East Turkistan, while the
 Arpa, which flows from a corresponding position :near the west
 end, finds its way into the Syr Daria.

 The lake is about 1700 feet below the pass.
 Of course frozn a single view of the lake and the mountains

 beyond it, it was impossilule to form any accuratel idea as to
 their size, but accordix:g to the Russian maps the lake is of
 oblong shape, about 14 miles in length, and 6 or 7 in breadth
 at its widest part. The lake was covered with ice, and the
 sleet which lay on the surface made it difEcult to distinguish
 its edge from the nearly level plain by which it is surrounded,
 which was covered with a white saline efflorescence. A single
 horseman near the edge was the only living object visible, &
 curious coIltrast to the B:ashghar side of the pass, where, within a
 S3Vir miles of the crest, we had seen a herd of several hundred
 ponies glazing at the foot of the precipitous hills before alluded
 to. These ar;nals belonged to Russian Kirghiz, who, during
 the winter, were allowed to graze in Rashghar territory on
 paymellt of certain fees for pexlnission to do so

 ;The caravan-road which we had followed from 13:ashghar
 lay across the plain in front of us. Beyond it is the Tash Rabat
 Passa about the same height as the Turgat, but somewhat more
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 difficfult. A traveller who had crossed it in March told me that
 the road was then very bad, and difficult for equestrians; but I
 think his account must be somewhat exaggerated, as the camel-
 caravalls from Almaty traverse it without much difficulty. Be-
 tween the Russian Fort of Naryn and Eashghar, a distance
 of 180 miles, there are only these two passes both about
 13,000 feet in height. When we visited the country early in
 January there was no snow on the ground; but we were sin-
 gularly fortunate, for a traveller two months later complained
 of a good deal of snow, while Baron Osten Sacken wrote on a
 former occasion that his party suSered much from cold and
 snow in July.

 There is a shorter and more direct road between Naryn and
 Sashghar, said to be not more than 134 miles in lerlgth, or eight
 days' journey. The passes, though all about the same height,
 z.e. between 12,000 and 13,000 feet, are more difficult than on
 the ordinary caravan-road, and it is seldom used by traders. It
 is protected on the Eashghar side by the Terekty Fort. We
 never had an opportunity of visiting this fort, which lies nearly
 due east of Chakmak, and due north of liashghar; and although
 we must have passed within a few miles of it during a subse-
 quenf trip in the Artysh districts, so jealous were the ofScials
 lest we should learn too much, that my guides studiously
 avoided pointing it out, and actually on one occasion even
 denied its existence. The distance between Fort Naryn and
 Vernoye is 180 miles by the shortest road, which goes over three
 passes, all between 12,000 and. 13,000 feet in height.

 We had hoped that we should have beerl able to return to
 Kashghar, over the undulating plateaus to the east of the
 Turgat Pass, and loy the Terekty Fort, but we had now to
 retrace our steps to Kashghar by the road we had come. A
 notice of the return-journey is therefore unnecessary.

 I may mention that I have now twice crossed the RussiaIl
 frontier without a passport; the first time in a friez1dly manner
 on the e2rpedition just described. My second visit was in Sep-
 tember and October last year, when I accompanied the Turkish
 army under 13:urt Ismail Pasha, and was encamped for two
 months in Russian territory near Mount Ararat

 Whilst our party under C:olonel Gordon was visiting the
 Chakmak Forts, another member of the Embassy, Captain Bid-
 dulph, paid a visit to Maralbashi on the direct road to Aksu.
 An interesting account of his journey will be found in the
 volume of the Yarkand Reports.

 My second excursion was to the north-east of Washghar.
 Although only absent for a fortnight, Dr. Stoliczka and myself
 succeeded in traversing 340 miles of road; Srst of all travelling

 o 2
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 in the Artysh districts in company with the Envoy and his party,
 and then making a rapid detour to the Belowti Pass, about
 150 miles on the direct road from Kasbghar to Ak-su. I llave
 no time this evening to give a detailed account of the journey.$
 The ground we traversed was marked on old maps as the Sylt,
 and represented as a high table-land, rising immediately above
 the plains. We ascertained, however, that it should rather be
 represented as a series of parallel mountain-ranges, betweenL
 which, and runni:ng parallel to them, are estensive level plains,
 very little higher than the plateau of Eastern Turkistan, but
 gradually rising towards the north and sloping down towards
 the east. Thus the Tughamati Plain, about 45 miles north of
 :Eashghar, is about 2000 feet higher; while the Jai Tupa Plain
 the same distance east of Tughamati, is only 1000 feet higher
 than Washghar.

 These large plains llave in most cases much grass and fue]
 tllough but little water. They are inhabited by wandering-
 tribes of lVirghiz, who live almost entirely on the produce of
 their flocles and herds. In tlle time of the Chinese tllese people
 appear to have led a more jovial life tha:n at present. Under
 no master, they used regularly to levy black-mail from passing-
 travellers and merchants at every camping-ground; and as
 prompt paymellt always insured a safe passage, there was
 seldom much difficulty in collecting their dues. Under the
 strict rule of the Amir they are now disarmed, and are com--
 paratively poor, as they dare not venture on any of their old
 tricks. A single sepoy, selected from among themselves, is
 stationed in each encampment, and is responsible for the good
 conduct of its members; an annual present of a choga, a
 certain amount of grain, and remission of taxes, is the remu
 neration he receives from the State. The Kirghiz pay as
 tases annually one sheep in forty, one sheep for every two
 camels, and one-tenth of the agricultural produce (when there
 is any). In these parts horses or ponies are scarce. Nature
 aids the inhabitants in their pox erty by a plentiful supply of a
 plant called locally ?t6rqzk or tertc, a kind of millet which grows
 wild, and from which they make a preparation called {c(,lkany
 corresponding to the Ladakhi sqxttoo, which they eat uncookecle
 moistened with a little water. I tried solne, and found it to be
 ot unlike Scotch oatmeal, and, as it may be llad for the

 picking, it may be looked upon as a bountiful gift of Providence
 to these otherwise poverty-stricken people.

 The Artysh Valley, which we passed through on our wav to
 the Syrt, is a much richer and more populous countly. We

 * The reader who seeks more information on this subject is referred to thc-
 olllme of the Yarkand Reports, pp. 253-261.
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 had already passed tllrough its western estremity en qoute to
 the Chatyr liul Lake, and we found the village of ,Kltin Artysh
 partaking of the same character as 1learly all the villages we
 have seen in East Turkistan, consisting of a number o? small
 hamletsv scattered about the plain, at intervals from each other
 varying from a quarter of a mile to a mile. Each lgamlet
 consists of a nulnber of scattered farm-houses, each farm having
 its separate irrigation-canal, its trees, its fields and out-houses,
 and forming the residence of a family containing generally
 from four to a dosen souls. In a central position is the bazaar
 with long rows of stalls on both sides of the road, somewhat
 resembling that of an Indian village but absolutely untenanted
 e:xcept on the weekly market day. Altin Artysh consists of
 9 hamlets, containing abouk 3000 houses.

 The one difficulty throughout East Turkistan is want of
 water, and one cannot help admiring the ingenuity with which
 the inhabitants have made the best use of the scarlty supply
 of this precious fluid. Where there is a sufficiencys the country
 is one close network of irrigation-channels, and in the spring,
 in these places, one unbroken mass of trees and verdure testifies
 to the excellence of the system. In the Artysh Talley there i3
 water in moderatio:n, and, as far as I could learn, nearly every
 drop available in the spring and sulnmer is used in irrigation.
 II1 the winter, one sometimes comes across tracts of marshy
 land, but these are generally caused either by .springs which
 rise in the neighbourhood, or by leakage from canals in autumn,
 at which time the water is no longer required for irligatio:n, and
 the salille nature of the soil causes breaks down, and consequent
 leakage which it is not considered worth while to repair until
 the following spring.

 We had rather a rough time of it orl this journey, and on one
 occasion, having unwisely gone ahead of our baggage, sve did
 not reach our intended camp till dark, after a march of full)
 32 miles, through a very heavy sandv road, which so delayed
 the mules carrying our baggaffle that they did not arrive till
 reight o'clock the :next morlling, having stopped over night
 e2hausted in the jungle about 5 lniles short of our camp. For-
 tunately, we found an old Kirghiz Musjid, in which we went
 dinnerless to bed, protected, however, from the wind and from
 -the snow which fell during the night. The ofEcials at the head-
 quarters' camp llad assured us that we should find Kirghiz and
 supplies at this place, but there were neither one nor the other,
 and the Divan Begi, who accompanied us, spent his whole
 nqght (after his day's ride) in hullting up Kirghiz, with whom
 he returned about daybreak, brirlging supplies for man and
 beast both of whom had fasted for at least twenty-four hours.
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 The cold, too, was sometimes intense. At one place the ther-
 mometer outside the akoee stood at 16? below sero when I rose
 ill the morning. This great cold wasa I think, in great measure
 attributable to the presence of saline matter in the soil, for our
 elevatioll was llot much over 1200 feet above :Eashghar, where
 the corresponding temperature was very much higher

 The furthest point we reached on this journey was the Belowti
 Pass, on the range that separates the large grassy plateaux we
 had been traversing from the valley of the Aksai, or :Cokshal
 River, which, rising east of C:hatyr kul, flows nearly due east to

 Ush Tulfan and Aksu The Pass ls 11l500 feet above the sea.
 From it no high peaks were sisible, probably none rising more
 than 1000 feet above the Pass. The naighbouring hills were
 undulating a:nd grassyS very much resembling those to the east
 of the Turgat Bela Pass, in the same range. It was evident
 that this range, flS it advanced eastward, became considerably
 lower both as regards its peaks and watershed. Like the
 smaller ranges at its base, and parallel to it, I believe it to get
 lower still as it passes further east and at last to be lost in the plains near Aksu

 As the result of this journey ma:ny considerable alteratiorls
 were made in the then e:isting maps, which proved utterly
 useless. The colmtry we traversed l:Iad never been previously
 travelled over by a Europeann and I have had to shift the
 position of the large town of Aksu 40 miles to the east of its place in former maps.

 Shortly after our return to Kashghar from the Art.ysh dis-
 tricts, arrangements were made with the Am?r by Sir l)ouglas
 Forsyth for the despatch of a party of the Mission to VV7akin-
 an eastern dependency of the Amir of Afghanistan.
 Although our journey was a very hurried one, and necessarily

 performed at a most unfavourable season of the year we were
 most grateful for the opporturlity aSolded us of visiting a
 country which has never been travelled over by a European
 since the days of Marco Polo ancl Benedict Gkoezv and to whic}w
 in the eyes of modern geographers an almost sacred i:nterest has
 been made to attach by the accounts of ancient and mediseval
 travels which Colonel Yule and Sir Heury Rawlinson have so
 prominently brought before the public.

 This little hnown country has always been the great barrier
 between Eastern and Western Asia-and as in ancient days it
 separated our Arian ancestors who inhabited the salleys in its
 western slopes from the Tulanian races, who originally came
 from the plateaux of the Tian-Shan, so ez7erl now we find in the
 vallevs of Wakhan and Badakhshan, and other hill countries
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 at the sources of the Osus, that the language spoken is nearly
 akin to Persian; wllile on the easter:n side of tlle mountains,
 the language spoken is a very pure dialect of Turkish, which

 also is the language spoken by all the irghiz nomads that

 we encountered ;in the Tian-Shan, north and north-east oi:
 Kashghar.

 :Earl Ritter has described those Pamir regions as " the most
 remarkable point of the whole world as regards the history of
 humanity." All I can do in the short space of time that
 remains is to give a brief account of what we ourselves sasv.

 Our party consisted of Colonel Gordon, Captai:n Biddulph, the
 late Dr. Stoliczka, and myself. We left Yangi Hissar on the
 21st March 1874. Our first day's march brought us to the foot
 of the mountains, although the characteristic haze which often
 envelopes the Tulkistan plains for days on end had for some
 days previously erltilely obscured the said mountains from
 view. This haze stuck to us most persistently for several davsS
 and we only left it behind us on the fifth day, on crossing the
 Kaskasu Pass, 12,930 feet above the sea-level. Our road to
 this point lay continuously up the Talley of the Kinkol River-
 sometimes narrowed and hemmed in by allnost perpendicular
 rocks-sometimes opening out into level tracts covered with
 grass and brushvvood, and inhabited by lVirghaz tribes, who
 spend the winter in these lower valleys, and rise gradually
 to higher ground as the summer advances On the day we
 crossed the pass there was a great deal of deep snow both on
 it and on the grassy slopes on either side. Although the
 march was only ten miles, the bagage ponies did not arrive in
 camp until late in the afternoon, owing to the slippery a:nd
 dangerous desce:at on the south side, where our loads had all
 to be transferred from OU1' ponies to yaks, supplied by the
 hirghiz for the purpose.

 These vaks, or mountain o:xen, are wonderfully safe a:nd
 sure-footed in- crossing snow and ice; and one feels far more
 confident on the back of n yak than even Oll one's own legs

 The view from the pass was very limited, and disappointing,
 and the deep snow preve;nted my leaving the road to try and
 get a better.
 - On;the sisth day xve had a:nother pass to cross, 13,130 feet in

 he1ght, and bearing the appropriate name of Torat O1 Harse's
 Sweat; the aseent on one side being a very steep one, of
 3000 feet, the fall on the other side being 4000 feet. While
 we were on the top the sky was eloudy, and a fall of snow
 obscured the peaks to the :north. On the retllrn journey
 however,-five weeks later-the grouIld being then free from
 snow, I aseended a hill north of the pass, and had a good,
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 thollgh limited, view in every direction. The ground rapidly
 rises to north and nolth-nest; peaks in the neighbourhood
 rising to 17,000 or 18,000 feet.

 The two mountain ranges me had now crossed, as well as a
 third which sve traversed two days later, were, as far as I was
 able to form an opinion, spurs from the Kisyl Yart Range to the
 north. The streams passing between them flolved in a south-
 east direction, ultimately falling into tlle Yarlvand River. rThe
 mountain3 are bare and unproductive grass lies on the tops of
 the more undulating hills, while stunted birch and willow, and
 occasional juniper-trees are the only produce of the valleys
 The road throughout was bad, and after passi:ng the Torat Pass
 esecrable. In one place it followed the bed of the stream-
 over large boulders, and deep holes of water -vast perpen-
 dicular rocks almost closinfr in the valley on both sides. A
 felv determined men might here defend the road agaiIlst an
 army. In the winter this passage is easier; but when we
 passed we had the double difficulties of ice and water to contend
 with. In sunlmer the road is rendered quite impassable by
 floods from the lneltillg snow, and an alternative road is then
 taken over the nwountains, xvhich in mrinter is covered by deep
 snow.

 After the passage of the third, or Chickiklik Pass, 14k480
 feet, our road descended the stream from the pass to its
 junction witll t:he Tashkurghan River at Shindi, a small village
 of fifteen houses, situated in a wall-oultivated valley, about
 two miles lont, by one broad. The road then passes up
 alo:ng the right bank of the TashlKurghin stream through
 a very wild defile of crystalline rocks, which forms almost
 perpendicular banks about 2000 feet in height, along which
 the river winds its way with a most tortuous course. After
 traversing these Inountains for about 10 miles, the road sud-
 denly emerges oll to the Sarikol, or Tashkurghan Plain a
 few miles farther on, os-er a broad open valley, and we reached
 Tashkurghan, or the " Stone Fort," the residence of the governor
 of the distriet.

 We had now been travellillg for ten days through the wild,
 sparsely inhabited mountain lnasses which lie to the west of the
 Turkistan plains, and found ourselves on a large open grassy
 plateau, some 10,5()0 feet above sea-level, surrounded by
 luountains, arld lvell +Tatered by a large stream flowing down
 it from the snowy range visible some 50 or 60 miles to the
 south.

 This Tashkurghan Plain, or rather valley, este:nds apparently
 fron the feet of the Hilldu :@ush passes on the south, up to
 a low ridge some 8 :rniles north of Tashkurghallv This ridge
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 separates the plain from another nearly equally cstensive plain,
 that of Tagharma, on the 1lorth. The average breadth of the
 former is about 4 mile3; and it, as well as the Tagharrna Plain,
 is boulided on east and west by continuous ranges of snow-
 covered mountains.

 On our return journey I was able to lay down the borders of
 the northern plain with considerable accuracy. Practically, the
 two brm one large plateau, divided in the middle by a low range
 of hills, through which flows the Tagharma River. The northern
 plain ex:tends from the dividing ridge for about 12 miles in a
 north nortil-westerly direction, it then narrows, beirkg nearly
 closed up by spurs running down from the mountains, east and
 west. About 10 miles west of this point is the Birdash Pass, over
 a range which divides this plain from another similar one, that
 of Ak-Tash, or Aksu, w hich runs nearly parallel to it. Opposite
 the Birdash Pass the plain again widens and extends, gently
 undulating for some 8 or 10 miles farther in the same direction.
 According to the statement of the :Kirghiz, it continues right
 up to the neighl)ourhood of the :K:izyl Yart Pass, which separates
 it from the Alai, and the Valley of the Surkhab River, the
 most northerly tributary of the Osus.

 Tashkurghan was once upon a time a floulishing Tajik
 settlemelit under a hereditary ruler of its own -one Alif Beg-
 who used to pay a nomilial tribute to the Chinese, and receive
 in return valuable presents in bullion, which were regarded as
 a subsidy for the military protectioll of the :frontier and of the
 road to Badakhshan. In 1868, some years after Yakoob had
 seized the throne of Kashghar, he invaded this country and
 carried of nearly the whole of the inhabitants to :Eashghar;
 partially replacing tilem by Kirgiliz, on whom he thought he
 could place more reliance. A few hundreds of the original
 inhabitants had recently been allowed to return, and I heard
 many a heart-rending tale of their woes and sufferings. The
 villages have nearly all tumbled into terrible disrepair; as the
 comparatiely few :Kirghiz who dwelt in the neighbourhood
 preferred their felt tents to more settled habitations.

 A garrisoll of some 300 soldiers hold the place on behalf of
 the Amir Yakoob. They reside in tlae fort, which is of very
 ancient date, said to have been founded by Afrasiab, the King
 of Turan. 'l'he 4"Takhsobai," or Governor, evinced so great a
 llisinclination to receive our visit that we had to content
 ourselves with inspecting the fort from a distance.

 The Tagharma Plain to the nortil presented a very lively
 spectacle: iully 100 Sirghiz tents were in view, scattered about
 in diSerent parts of the vallev; their tenants, of' the Sark or
 Syok tribe, being subjects of the Amir of :Eashghar. Open,
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 grassy, well watered, and speckled all over with camels, yaks,
 horses sheep and goats, it formed a pleasant sight after the
 wilds through which we had been wandering, and was a strik-
 ing contrast to the Tashkurghan Valley, which looked by
 comparison a picture of desolation, owing to the numerous
 uninhabited villages and tumble-down houses with which it
 was covered.

 The Tashkurghan Valley is for the most part stony; but
 there are patches of cultivated land here and there along the
 banks of the stream which runs down from the Eunjud
 Mountains. Barley is grown sufficient for the wants of the
 present small population, which certainly does not exceed 2000
 souls, and the country could probably produce much more than
 it does. There is good grazing ground near the river; a few
 poplar3 and willows are scattered over the salley.

 From Tashkerghan to Panjah there are two roads commonly
 used by merchants; the Onf3 over the Little Pamir was taken by
 us on our outward jouluey. It is the ordinary winter route;
 the other by the Great Pamir was used on our return. The
 latter is the easier road in summer; it passes over much
 higher ground,, and is impassable for caravans in wirkter on
 account of the deep snow which lies on it.

 The road throllgh the mountains to the west of the Tash-
 kulghAn Valley, lies up a lsocky stream. On the second day's
 march the valley opens, and we entered a large-basin with lofty
 mou:atains towering above it on all sides, very bold and pre-
 cipitous, and of a very peculiar and striking ferruginous colour.
 A st;S pull through the snow to the top of the pass (14,915 feet),
 and we were standirlg on the watershed between Eastern and
 Western Turkistan.

 I had been give:n to understand that we should here come in
 view of the " Pamirs," and was somewhat surpr>ed at seeing
 in fro:nt of me nothi:ng but a long range of 1QXV red-coloured
 hills about 10 miles distant, a portion of which to the right
 was pointed out to me as the Gleat Pamir, and another on the
 left as the Little Parnir. Nothing was visible but an irregular
 mass of hills whose serrated tips did not appear to rise mole
 than 1000 feet above the pass on which I was standi:ng. Mie
 were separated from these hills by a large valley running in a
 northerly directio:n, which subsequently turned out to be that
 of the Ak-su River, the principal source, as now appears, of
 the Osus. The apparent continllity of the range in bont of us
 was, as we shall hereafter see, a delusion; the hills really form
 the ends of broad tra:nsverse ranges, running a westerly direc-
 tion, alld separating the various Pamlr valleys, which were con-
 cealed from our w-iew by the low hills in frout.
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 Descending from tlle Neza Tash Pass a march of & few miles
 in a westarly directionS throllh heavy snow brought us to our
 calnp. On the folloxving day we desce:nded into the valley of
 the Ak-su a little north of Ak-Tash at art elevation of 12>600
 feet above the sea. We continned south for 6 miles up the
 valley which was here about 2 miles bload, and deep in snow.
 In front o?us was a fine ranrre of snow-covered peaks, running
 in a directio:a a little south of west forming the southern
 boundary of the Little PAmlrS which occupies the upper portion
 of the Ak-w Valley. The latteB as we advanced gradually
 turus6round south-wed and west-south-west which direction it
 retains up to and beyond the lake of Little Smir. This
 Ak-su Valley? when it runs north and southX forms the well re-
 cognised boundary letween SEashghar and Wakhan

 The Little Pamlr is generally considered to commence near
 where we struck the Ak-su stream and consists of a long, nearly
 leYel vassy valleS varying from 2 to 4 3niles in breadth, and
 inclosed on either side by mnges of snow-covered hills, sloping
 down rather gently towards it. Its length from east to west is
 about 68 miles. The Great Pamir, and all other Pamltrs are,
 as far as I could learn, of precisely similar character. The
 ground intervening between the G#reat and Little Pamirss is
 Slled up with lofty SOIlNtaiBS of tolerably unibrm hei@t and
 without any sery conspiaous peaks, the hills to the west near
 the junction of the two main branche3 of the Panjah Ptiver
 being perhaps the highest. Our first halt in the Little PerYlir
 was at Onkul after a march of 25 miles br a great part of the
 way over snow} and with sucll a very bitter wind blowing in our
 facesy that it was almost impossibie to kee3p OU1' eyes open
 Aher entering the long draight reach above the turning near
 Ak-Tash3 several large open valleys are passed on the :north,
 where the hills ale coinparatively low and undulating, those on
 the south slde bemg generally much higher.

 Our second day's march through this Pamlr took us alony an
 alrnost level road for 24 miles. As on the previous day, snow-
 covered mountains lay on both sides as we advanced and there
 was a ,reat dealof snow ill the salley iXeIf, which varied 1n
 breadth from 2 to 3* milesJ There was oRen much saline matter
 in the soil7 and where this was the case the snow generally
 melted long befbre it did so elsewhere Our camp was on the
 north edge of the Little Pamlr Lake, to which the Wakllis
 generall-y give the name of Eul-i-Pamir Whur; or lake of Litt>-
 Pamir while the Sarikolis alld Yarkandis call it the Oi :K:ul

 As some doubts had been expressedn as to the suppwed double
 e2rit from this lake, I W8S naturally verfr ansious to determine
 the point and in ascending tlle valley on thIs day's march, I to*
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 at some twenty diCerent poirlts, observations with an aneroid
 barometer to determine if possible, the es:act watershed which
 from previous accounts I had fully expected to find at the east
 end of the lake. The ground, however3i was so level for several
 miles, there being a rise of ouly 230 fbet in the 24 miles
 between Ouliul and $he lake, that the aneroid was not su fflciently
 delicate for the purpose, and although T +Xnallied for a consider-
 distance on the frozen stream to enable lne to satisfy myself on
 the subject I alrived in camp on the banks of the lake re-
 infects6. The following morrking I walked over the lake to its east
 end, which from a little distance of appeared entirely closed,
 but on ^ralki:n round the head to make certain I was soon
 undeceived by comi:ng across a very narrow outlet. about nine
 paces across, and only a few inches deep, all ice of course. I
 then walked several rniles on the ice down the stream (east) unkil
 I became fully consinced that its bed did slope to the aast and
 clrain into the Ak-su. This result being contrary to what I had
 anticipateda I then rode to the west end of the lake to see whether
 (as has always been supposed) a stream issued from that end
 also I left my horse and started on foot to go round its head;
 the ice ait this end, instead of being firm and strong, as at the
 othery was very blittle and woulci llOt bear lny weight, so I had
 to wade through the heavy snow and slush on its banks. I soon
 came across a warm spring, from which water was dec.idedly
 flowing due east. A little farther on I e:ncountered a frozen
 streain on going along which westwalsd the barometer showed
 that I was walking up hill. I advanced still farther, hoping to
 get completely round the heacl of the lalee so as to be qt6tte
 certain that there was rwo outlet draining westward, but the
 walking in the deep siow at so great an alevatiork had com-
 pletely e:xhausted both myself and the man 7ho was with me
 and it was with some diffiel}lty that I got back to my horseS
 and hurrying on with no guide but the traeks in the snow left bs
 the rest of tl3e party, it was with great difficulty that I reached
 camp, 20 miles fiom the lake shortly after dark one of the
 hardest day's work I ever did. On the returIl journey, the
 native officer of our escolt came back by this road, and, according
 to a promise he had xnade me7 rode completely round the head
 of the west end of the lake up to the foot of the steep mountain
 rising on the south side. The snoxv wras then all melted and
 water was flowing ito the lake from the two sources I have
 just described, and :nothing was flowing out. :He then went to
 the east end whence a stream was flowing towards Ak-Tash, so
 t;his problenl has been solxred in a somewhat unexpected ananner.
 The lake has ouly one outlet and that eastmald, and its waters
 flow into the Ak-su, afterwards the Murghab, which joins the
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 Osus near Wamur, andl is in all proba6bility the longesf bro6tsch of
 the Ozus.

 I have tried hard to discover the true onward course of this
 Ak-sW River. On our return journey we struck it some 14 miles
 north-north-west of Ak-Tash. It flovs thence in a northerly
 directiorl for 12 miles, and then turns off out of sight north-
 west. It is said to flow in a northerly direction for two
 marches (say 40 miles) from Ak-Tash, after which it either joins,
 or becomes, the Murghab hiver changing its course westsvard
 and flowing through the Sariz Pamlr to t3highnan. It passes
 through Bartang, a district of Roshan, and joins the River Osus
 just above iKila Wamur, the chief town of Roshan.

 The Little Pamlr Lake is 13,200 feet above the sea-level.
 For a length of 32 miles it is from 1 to 1+ mile wide; the
 eastern portion,about 1 mile long,is very considerably narrower.
 Nearly opposito the south-east corner, in a side ravine, is a
 large glacier which drains lnto the Ak-su stream shortly after
 the latter emerges from the lake.

 The road passes along the north side of the lake and crosses
 the watershed 2 miles beyond the west end, at a height of not
 more thatl 150 feet above the margin of the lake. Other parts
 of the watershed, which is nowhere well defined, are probably
 still lower. The descent beyond is somewhat rapid. We went
 for about 7 miles down an open salley (crossing several small
 streams :dolving down large open ravines on the nortll), and
 reached some deserted Kirghiz huts and tombs called Gombaz-
 i-Bosai, close to where a large stream, the plincipal affluent of
 the Sarhadd branch of the Oxus comes in from the south-east.

 After passiag Gombaz our path lay on the right bank of the
 Sarhadd stream, where we met with a constant succession of
 steep ascents arld descents. The regular path had often to be
 quitted in order to avoid drifts of snow, which in places lay very
 deep. In the winter, when the stream is completely frozen
 over, its hard surface makes a capital road, which is always
 1lsed by travellers. We passed at a bad season of the year, too
 late to be able to keep to the ice with safety as it was now
 breaking up, and yet before the snow on the upper road was
 melted. Later on in the hot weather, the lower road becomes
 altogether impracticable, as it is impossible to cross the then
 swollen river. (rossing mountain streams in flood is no childs
 play.

 Our road now lay down the main valley, and colltinued
 along its northern side over a constant succession of ascents
 and descents, passing occasionally through snow in deep
 patches. . We saw on the hill-side a large number of juniper-
 trees, and irt some of the side ravines were birch-trees and wild
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 roses. In fact, wherever water trickled down there were signs
 of segetation, but everywhere else the hills were bare. In one
 or two places the road descended to the river-bank; in places
 the stream was entirely frozen over, the water flowing undel-
 lleath, elsewhere it was alto^,ether clear of ice. At tsvo or three
 such places I estimated the breadth to be about 40 feet depth
 2 feet, and velocity 22 miles per hour, temperature of water 35?.
 Before reachirlg camp was a very steep descent, having a fall of
 over 1000 feet, which it only took a quarter of an hour to walk
 down. The river is here called by various names, Kanjud
 Sarhadd, Panjah, and Ecsmwql/n. The last name I have heard
 more than once, and it is of course the same as " Amu." Wak-
 han seems to be but little better of than Eastern Turkistan in
 the llumerous names borne by the same river. 0n our seventh
 day's march we had to cross the main stream many times where
 it passed through very steep hills. We crossed generally oarer
 ice and sllow bridges. At last we emerged into a large open
 gravelly plain, watered by several streams? and arrived at the
 village of SarhacldS the highest inhabited village of the Wakhan
 salley, and situated about 11,000 feet above the sea. The
 march was ouly 11 miles, but difficult. We were here met by
 Ali Murdan Shall, the eldest son of the Mlr of Wakhan, who had
 marched Ollt from Kila Panjah to meet us. Next day we took
 a very short march of only 4 miles to the large village of Patuch
 or Patur This march was, while it lasted, the SQSt tryin I
 have ever experienced, owing to the intense bitterness of the
 cold wind and drifting snow which blew in our faces the whole way.

 From Patuch to K;la Panjah, the residence of the Chief of
 Wakhan there is not mucEl of geographical interest to notice.
 The road, about 50 miles in lengthn lay along the valley of the
 Sarhadd stream, sometirnes on one side of it, sometimes on the
 other. The valley was bounded on both sides by lofty alld
 generally precipitous mountains, of whose height it was impos-
 sible to folm any idea, as their tops and the greater part of
 their sides were always wrapped in clouds and mists. It was
 perhaps fortunate for me that for fear of exciting suspicion I
 was unable to use my instruments, as I know nothing more dis-
 heartening to a surveyor than proceeding for days down ; valley
 urldel such circumstances. Villages were scattered all along
 the road on both sides of the stream. In the whole clistance
 frol:n Sarhadd to Panjah thele are probably about 4ao houses,
 and their corner turrets like those in the Sarikol ATalley, are
 evide:nce that the ;nhabitants have not fallen upon much easier
 times than their neighbours of Sarikol. Tlle houses are not so
 good as those of Eastern Turkistan and are apparently especially
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 designed to keep out the wind, which seems always to be blow
 ing violently either up or down the valley generally speaking
 from west in the morning, and from east in the afternoon. 0n
 entering a house one generally passes through the stables, con-
 taining two or three horses or cows, after which one traverses
 a long, winding, narrow passage, which leads to the centre of
 the house, which i8 generally very small and dirty. Ill the
 celltre is a fire-place, a kind of globe-shaped stove, about 21 feet
 in diameter, mxde of mud, and open in front for the passage of
 air and fire-wood. Above is a hole in the timber roof for verlti-
 lation. The roof is dome-shaped, supported on cross-beams
 resting on tilnber uprights, which surround the central fre-place,
 and help to support the side apartments which all open inwards.
 towards the fire and to one another. Here ths diSerent mem-
 bers of the family reside. The larger portion of the house is
 given up to the females, who, somewhat bashful but good-
 humoured) appear to have a very good idea of keeping the men.
 Of the household in decent subjection. The males alI wear
 brown woollen choyas or cloaks of courltry make; pql,bboes or
 boots of the same kind as are worn by the Ladakhis; loose
 trousers of the same material as the coat; and a generally
 scanty cotton turban; the almost universal colour of which is
 blue and white. The women, who are not over good-looking,
 but are pleasant and matron-like, dress very much like the me:a,
 and have long plaits of laair falling down the sides of their heads.
 There is no artificial modesty or attempt to conceal their faces.
 In a cottage where we took refuge, the females remained pre-
 sent the whole time we were there, and made some most excel-
 lent barley bread for us, kneading the flour into a cake whic
 they plastered into the inrLer wall of the oven, after frequent
 turning a capital result was secured. Their physiognomies are
 very divergent, most of them have Jewish noses, but one boy I
 saw with a most perfect Greek proSle. They all age very early,
 and attribute their grey hairs to the poverty of the country
 The men seem aCectionately disposed towards the females;
 always handing them fruits sweetmeats, or any little trifles we
 might happen to give them. They are all poor: money and
 ornaments seem almost unknoYvn, and hardly anything is seen
 in their houses that ;s not the produce of the country.

 In many places along the valleyS tributary streams have
 brought down immense quantities of stones and derbrxs, which
 threaten to block up the main stream. This debrxs generally
 spreads in a fan-like shape from where the tributary stream
 opens into the main valle sr, and causes the river to flow round
 the base of the fan. At Babatangi the valley, which from Sar-
 hadd had varied from 3 miles to 1 mile in width, is corlfined by
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 precipitous mountains to a breadth of about one-thild of a mile.
 It soon expands again, however, and shortly after leaving Sas
 (about 13 miles above Panjah) it enlarges considerably and
 gradually opens out into a considerable plain, being joined a few
 miles above Panjah by the valley co:ntaininfr the stream from
 (;reat :amir. iBefore the junction the Sarhadd stream passes
 for several miles through rather dense jungle composed of red

 . . . .

 anc . wnlte W1. ElowS.
 On our lnarch into Zang (near the junctiqn of the streams)

 we crossed the river of the Great Pamlr, here about 3() feet wide
 1 foot deep, vith a velocity of about 3 miles per hour. It was very
 considerably smaller than the river we had followe(l .from Sar-
 hadd. Where the strearns meet, the valley is about t312 miles wide
 and allnost entirely coveled with jungle. It narrors gradually
 towards Panjah, where it has a breadth of 2 miles. The height of
 Panjah above the sea I found to be but little more than 9000
 feet. r lhe vegetation in the valley was very backwardS mueX
 retarded doubtless by the violent winds which tear up and down
 with a bitterness difficult to imagine, unless thev have been
 felt. The grass was begiilrling to show signs of sprouting in the
 middle of April, and the cultivators were then commencing to
 turn up the soil preparatory to sowing. The Osus River fow-s
 on the north side oli the valley, and on its left bank is Panjah,
 between which and the mountain rant,e to the south, a distance
 of nearly 2 miles, the ground is almost completely covered by
 fields, irrigated by a stream which issues from a large ravine
 on the south, and is derived from a large g;lacier wllich entirelr
 blocks up the valley- in which it is situated, and whose foot
 rnerging into a snow-bed, ;s not more than 1000 feet higher
 than the Osus Valley.

 At the head of the ravine containing this glacier are some
 snowy peaks, about 6 miles to the south,* which I estimated to
 be between 17,000 and 18,000 feet in height; they appeared to
 be on spurs of the Hindu Eush RanLre. -It was most annoyinffl
 being shut up at the bottom of a deep valley, and unable to
 get a nearer view of these peaks; but there was no help for lt,
 the ravines entering the main valley from north and south weze
 generally inaccessible, the one on the south being as I before
 mentioned, blocked up by an enormous glacier, which was quite
 impassablen while those Oll the north are almost veltical chasms
 which looked as if the mountain had been split up by an eartll--
 quake. During our stay at Panjah, I ascended the mountains

 * Their exact distance I was unable to determine, as they could only be seen
 up the ravine, which is too narrow to permit of a base being rnensured across it
 of suffiaient length to enable atl accurate estimate to be made of the distance of
 the peals,
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 to the north to a heigllt of about 3000 feet above the valley
 only to find that I was on the lower portion of a much higher
 rallge behind, which obscured all view farther north, while the
 hills to the south of the Oxus were so high, that they intercepted
 the view of any peaks on the main range of the Hindu iE;ush
 that might otherwise have been seen beyond; in fact I could
 see very little more than f1om the ground below. 0n the only
 other fine day that we had during ollr stay at Panjah, I went
 down the lTalley fox about 12 miles, but saw little more than
 one or two peaks of the 1ange to the north.

 Panjah itself is, or rather was, bllilt on five small hillocks,
 hence, perhaps, is derived its name $ from the place, and not
 the place from the river. These five hillocks are situated near
 each other on the left bank of the stream; the largest is
 covered by a fort, the residence of the Mir, Fateh Ali Shah,
 and most of his followers; another is of nearly equal size,
 covered by houses and surrounded by a stzong wall; on two
 others are small fortified buildings while on the fifth there are
 nothing but ruins and graves. These fortitied buildings (in one
 of which resides Alif Bet, es-ruler of Sarikol) from their near
 proximity to each other, and commanding situation, form a
 position of considerable strength, and might hold out for some
 time against an attaching force unprovided with artillery. Tlla
 Mirs of Wakhan have more than once held out in this strong-
 hold against the forces of the Buler of Badakhshan to which
 .colmtry they are subject. The whole population of Palljah does
 not e2rceed a hundred and fifty souls

 * "Pan;" is the Persian lor "five." One possible derivation of the word
 Panjah is given above. Some authorities mrould derive the word from the five
 rivers which are supposed to form the head-waters of the river on which Kila
 PaB,jah stands. Tllere are two objections to th;s theory :

 1st. - It is contrary to the custom of Turkistan to name a place after a river
 and to a hundred cases that I know of where the converse holds good, i.e., a river
 named after a place on its banks, I do not know a single instance of a place
 leing named after a river.

 2nd.-The word is usually pronounced Panjah, which is nearer in sound to the
 3Persian word " Pinjah " or tifty. The true origin of the word I believe to be from
 the Panjah or palxn (of the hand) of Hazrat Ali (the son-in-law of Muhammad).
 In a building on a small hill about two miles to the soui of iEiila Panjah i3 a
 stone bearxIlg the impress of a hand. Local tradition say3 that when this country
 was in the hands of the Zar-dushtis, or atash-parast (fire worshippers) the
 people were converted to the religion of Muhaminad by a visit (in the spirit)
 from Hazrat-Ali, whe left his mark on the stone as thus described, which is nn
 object of religious seneration in the neighbourhood. At Bar Panjah in Shlghnan
 > a similar mark over which the Fort " Bar Panjah," " over the Panjab," has
 been built. Possibly this tradition has something in common with that which
 attributes the derivation of the word Pamir to " Pa-e-Mir,'' z.e., the foot of the
 Mir Ha=at Ali. I would myself be incIined to derive the word from " Pam," the
 ;Kirghiz word for roof, and " yer,>' which is both Turki and Kirghiz, for " earth '^
 eorresponding tO the Persian word "Zamln." Bam i-dunya or "roof of the
 world " i8 a name by which the Pamir is well known.

 VOL. XLVIII. P
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 The district of Wakhan has been described by former travel-
 lers. It comprises the valleys containing the two heads of the
 Panjah branch of the Osus, and the valley of the I'anjah itself
 to Ishkashfm. The northern branch of the Panjah has its prin-
 cipal source in the Lake Victoria in the (;reat PamirS which, as
 well as the Little Pamir, belongs to Wakhan. Both of the
 Paulirs were thiclzly inhabited by Sirglliz in folmer years,
 subject to Wakhan, but they are now unoccupied, the consta-nt
 feuds between the Shighnisv the Wakhis, the Wirghiz of the
 Alai and the :EunJudis, having relldered the country quite
 unsate. The highest inhabited village in the northern salley

 * slr * 5 *11 1} * 1 1 8 * * 1

 1S | angax AlSh, only a tew mlles aDove tee XUBOtlOB, anu on
 the right bank of the strea:nz. The, Sarhadd Valley (the
 southern branch) is inhabited froul Sarhadd doxvnwards, and
 there are villages scattered along the ballks of the Panjah River
 down to Ishkashlm. Wakhan is divided into four ;'sads" or
 hundreds, z.e. districts, and contairls an estilnated total of 55Q
 houses and a population of about 3000 souls.

 I must now describe the work of the Mmbnshi, an assistant
 surveyor, who accompanied me freian India, and who left our
 party at Wila Panjah, and followed the course of the Osus
 through Wakhan for 60 miles to Ishkashlm thence turning
 northwards he followed the saeLe river for nearly 100 miles
 further, passing successively through the districts of Gharall,
 Shighnan, and Roshan coulltries which have hitllerto only
 been known to us by name. He ultimately returned to India
 via 13:abul.

 The small State of Ishkasllim forms, together with Zebak,
 one of the numerous petty feudal States tril)utary to :13adakh-
 shar. The present ruler of both these small districts is Shah
 Abdul Rahim, a Syud of Khorassan, who was placed in power
 by Muhammad Alum Khan, the late Governor of Balkh. The
 present territory of Ishkashim extends for about 16 miles
 to the north of the village of the same name, which corltains
 about forty houses, and collSists, as is generally the case in
 those parts, of numerous scattered farms. There are small
 villages throughout this district on both banks of the O:x:us;
 Sumchiin and two others on the right bank and Yakh-dura
 and Sar-i-Shakh orl the left. These belollged to Sad Ishtragh,
 which was ortce a separate principality, but is now a district of
 Wakhan.

 The road from Ishkashim runs along the left bank of the
 river up to 6 miles beyond Sar-i-ShAkh, where the river is
 crossed by an easy ford. In the month of May the water
 flowecl in a single stream, which was 3l feet deep, and about
 200 yards inl width. In summer it is impossible to cross the
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 rivez at this point and a very difficult path leading along the
 left bank is followed. Down to it the salley is open, 4 or 5
 miles in breadth and richly cultivated. The ford :marks the
 boundary between Ishkashim and the district of S:ucheh Gharan
 or " narrow caves," which has been for centuries famous for its
 ruby mlnes.

 The Gharan country estends along both banks of the Osus
 for about 24 miles, and was once upon a time rich, flourishing,
 and populous. Remains of large villages exist on both banks,
 and bear witness to the oppression that has been esercised bs
 successive Goveluors of Badakhshan. The fields near these
 cleserted villages are now cultivated by the inhabitants of the
 neighbouring districts of Ragh and Sar Gholam, subordinate to
 BadakhshEn, and said to be distant from the river a long day's
 journeyv and separated from it by a range of hills which runs
 parallel to and on the left bank of the river.

 The first of these large deserted villages is about 4 miles
 below the ford, and is called Barshar. A little beyond it a
 large stream enters the Osus from the east, deriving its name,
 the Boguz, from a village of some thirty houses situate 10 miles
 up the dream. From this village a road goes to the Shakh-
 darah district of Shighnan. Near the junction of the Boguz
 with the Panjah, the road crosses to the left bank of the river.
 Nearly opposite to Barshar is a ravine by which a road goes over
 the Aghirda Etas3 to Faizabad, the chief town of Badakhshan.
 This road is said to be open all the year round. Throughout the
 remainder of the Gharan district, numerous ruins are passed on
 both sides of the stream, the largest of which, Shekh Beg, on
 the right bank, must formerly have contained about 200 houses.
 0:a the same side of the river, some 16 mlles below Barshar, ale
 the celebrated ruby mines, once the source of considerable
 zvealth to the Rulers of Badalihshan, but now apparently nearlv
 e:xhausted. These mines have, until latelyS always been worked
 fUr the immediate benefit of the Goverllorsiof Badakhshan.
 At the present time some thirty men are employed there. It
 vas said that during the past year one large ruby, about the
 size of a pigeon's egg, was found, and sundry smaller ones; the
 vhole of them were sent to the Amir.

 The rubies are found in a large cavern, to which there are
 tllree entra:nces, situated about 1000 feet above the river, and
 about a mile up the hill-side; the task of excavating appears
 to be not unattended with risks, as three workmen were rece:ntly
 lvilled, having fallen from the rocks while searching for the
 precious stones. There is a peculiar kind of soft white stone
 which is found embedded in the harder rock, and in this the
 rubies are found. In former years tlle inllabitants of Gharan,

 P 2
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 +^ho worlied these mines, paid no ta2res and held their lands
 rent-free; but now numerous deserted villages prove the pos-
 ,session of the mines to have been a curse rather than a blessing
 to the inhabitants of the valley, who have from time immemorial
 been under the direct rule of the Chief of Badakhshan.

 Above the mines is a small village called Soh-i-Lal or " Ruby
 Atotlntain," and about 1 mile below them, on the opposite bank
 of the river, is the large deserted village of Shekh Beg, whose
 ruined houses are built with lime and stone. A small river
 enters at Shekh Be, on the left bank, and 4 mile8 Up it lies the
 village of Gharan Bala, said to contain about 100 houses, invi-
 sible flolll the river. A few miles below Shekh Beg, on the
 right bank of the Panjah, is the village of Garm Chashma
 (ilot springs), where a large stream of warm water joins the
 zmain river. On the banks of this stream the Munshi saw twenty
 or thirty men employed in washing the sand for gold. They
 were Badakhshis, and farmed the washings of the Gharan
 district for rupees 200 per annum,* paid to the Rtller of Bad-
 akhshan. It is only within the last two years that gold has
 been folrnd in this district.

 'three miles beyond this is the liuguz Parin, the boundary
 between Gharan and Shighnan. The road throughout the
 Gharan district lies along the banks of the Panjah, and is in
 places s-ery difficult to traverse. The valley near Barshar
 contracts to about 1 mile in width, and the road runs over
 large boulders alongside the r;ver, which flows between nearly
 perpendicular banks; the stream is narrow and swift, being llOt
 more than 200 feet across, and is almost a continuolls succession
 of rapids. Throughout the district the Panjah Valley is no-
 lYhere much nzore than a mile in width, and is confined by
 very precipitous mountaills; the river is everywhere- deep. In
 Gharan, apricots of very large size ana fine flavour are pro-
 duced; these are held in great repute in Badakhshan. Apples
 and pears are met with in abundance; but little grain i8 grolvn.
 There is abundance of grass and fuel to be found at the various
 camping grounds throughout the valley. The water of the
 Panjah is rarely or never used for irrigation or for water mills.
 In the hot weather, osen, horses, and sheep (for which the
 country is famous), are driven up side valleys to the tops of the
 mountains for grazing, returning to the valley in October in
 splendid condition.

 Kuguz Parin consists of a tunnel passillg through a moun-
 tain. On the south side, the road rises by a winding stone
 staircase, for a height of about 200 feet, to the mouth of the

 * About 20g. sterling.
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 tunnel, which i8 excavated.through solid rocl;, and is about
 100 paces in length, and so narrow and low, that it is impossible
 for a loaded horse to traverse it. The tunnel is said to have
 been constructed some three hundred rears ago. Where the
 road emerges on the north side, the path is so narrow that a
 projecting mass ot rock often precipitates anitnals into the
 foaming torrent beneath. The river is here about 150 yards in
 width, and flows some 500 feet below the mouth of the tunnel.*
 The Shighnis boast of this place as the natural safeguard of
 their count.ry, and call it thfeir " father."

 From S:ugus Parin the Osus flows through the country of
 Shit,hnan, a State which is tributary to Badakhshan, and which
 extends for a distance of 60 miles down to the Darband Tower
 on the frontier of Roshan. This tower is situated on a high roclQ
 standi}lg over the river, towards which it presents a perpe:ndi-
 cular scarp of about 150 feet. The water beneath is very deep.
 The roadway winds rod the tower,t and the ascent on both
 sides is very steep and difficult. The Shighnis call this plate
 their <' mother." It is a commorl sayinz in the countrwr that if
 ever there should be a quarrel between Shighnan and Roshan.
 whichever State first seizes this tower will keep possession of
 both countries. The river is here barely a gunshot across and
 there is no path whatever on the other side.

 This country of Shighnan would appear to be richer and of
 much more importance than Wakhan and other districts of
 Badakhshan with which we are acquainted. Frorn :@uguz
 Parin to Darband Tower there are numerous villat,es scattered
 along both barlks of the river. rThese are surrounded with
 gardens, orchards, and well cultivated lands. The chief town,
 Bar Panjah,: is on the left bank, and, with its suburbs, probably
 contains about 1500 houses. The palace is inside the fort,.
 and is built of stone. The fort it3elf is square, each side
 being about 500 paces in length. The walls are very strong,
 alld about 40 feet higll, built of clay, stone and wood. There
 are :five loopholed towers, but the3e contain no big guns.
 There i8 a garrison of about 400 soldiers, who are mostly
 armed with swords manufactured in the country itself and
 with guns, said to be made by the Kirghiz, vxz., heavy rifled
 weapons which are fired resting on the groulld, the muzzle
 being supported on a prong attached to the barrel of the rifle.

 * Thi3 portion of the route is not improbaluly the Tangi Badascani of Benedict
 Goez.

 f At the tower was a guard of soldiers from Wamur, who examine the pass-
 ports of all travellers.

 $ Or " above Panjah " so nalned from havinffl been built ori{rinally over a sine
 similar to the one at Kila Panjah, which was supposed to bear the ix:nprefis of the
 Panjah or palm of Hazzat Ali.
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 Lead and all the materials employed in the manufacture of
 gunpowder are found in the couutry. The valley at Bar
 Panj&;l is about 4 miles wide, and contains a great lnany houses
 and gardens. Tlle river runs in nunlerous channels separated
 by jullgle covered islands. Short punt-shaped bvoats, similar
 to those in Central India, are used at the ferry. Ill July and
 August, when there is much water ill the river, all travellers
 have to cross at Bar Panjah, to the other bank the road on the
 left bank being then impracticable.

 In its passage through Shighnan, the Osus receives two
 considerable affluents on the leA baul; the Shewa and Vacherv
 Rivers. Tlle former is crossed by a good bridge and was about
 25 yards in width, and unfordable, vhe.n the Munshi passed in
 May. It flows from a lake in the Shewa Pamir, a favoured
 pasture ground much frequented by herds of horses, sheep and
 cattle fronl Badakhshan. The o+sners of these flocks are said
 to make payments to the King of Shighnan for the right of
 grazing there. The Vacherv River is about the same size as
 the Shewa stream, and joins the Panjah to the south of Bar
 Pa:ajalu. Along it lies a much frequented road from Shighnan,
 over the Shewa Parolr, to Faizabad.

 On its right bank the Oxus receives one vely large river, the
 Suchan, folXrned by two large streams, the Shakhdarah and the
 Ghund, which unite about half a mile before joining the
 Panjall. 'The two branches are of about equal size, and the
 united stream ;s about two-thirds of the size of the zmain rivern
 xvhich continues to be called the Ab-i-Palljah. The Suchan
 stream enters a few miles soutll of Bar Palljah. 'The valley
 opens opposite the junction to a width of about 4 miles, form-
 ing a beautiful well cultivated plain, with a good deal of
 pasture land, generally covered with llorses and cattle from Bar
 Panjah, which place brms a most picturesque addition to the
 landscape, situated as it is on a w:hite rock surrounded by trees
 and gardens, vwrhich extend uninterrupted]y a distance of about
 2 miles north of the fort.

 Both the Sllakhdarah and the Ghulld l ivers have numetous
 villages on tlleir banks. On the former, at two days' march
 from Bar Panjah is the large folt of Rach the leside:nce of the
 Governor (H:akim) of the Shakhdarah district, which :is said to
 contain about 500 laouses. The Ghund Valley, the chief place on
 virhich is Charsinl, is said to contain about 700 houses. Boads lie
 up both these -alleys to the Pamil steppes. The Pamir at the
 head of tlle Ghund Valley goes by the name of Bugrumal, and
 is possiblv a colltinuation of; if not identical with, the Alichur
 Pamlr. 'llhe direct road to Kashghal up the va]ley is said to
 be a lnuch easier road thall that by Tashkulghan.
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 At Sacharv, 9 miles north of Bar Panjah, in the Shighnan
 Valley, the river narrows and becomes turbulentv and the road
 i8 very bad. Sisteen miles farther on is the Darband Tower
 before described. Beyond it lies the territory of Roshan, a
 dzendenoy of Shighnan, and ruled by the same :King, Yusuf

 Twtand-a-half lY:Liles beyond Darband is the junction of the
 Murghab River with the Panjah. 'llhis is the river I have
 already traced from its source in the Lake of Little Pamir
 under the l:lame of Ak-su. The Panjah Yalley, which at
 Darband is very rlarrow, rapidly widens to 5 miles? and would
 be fit for cultivation, but that the ground is frequently flooded
 by the Murghab River. The Munshi crossed the river about
 200 paces above its junction with the Panjah; the stream was
 irl three channels, and the torrent was so rapid that most of the
 horses lost their footing. The Panjah stream was vely clear,
 but the Mtlrghab was red thick, and muddy. The volume of
 the latter was considerably larger and its velocity greater than
 that of the Panjah. From bank to bank the width of the
 river-bed is about 1i Inile, and of this at least 1 mile was
 covered with water. The passage was eSected with great
 difficulty. In the summer Koods the water is said to extend
 bom mountain to mountain, a distance of not less than -5 miles;
 it can then only be crossed by boats.

 This river is generally called the Burghab, but it is also
 known by tlle name of the Daria-i-Bartang, so called from the
 district of that name through which it flows. Three mile3
 loelow the junction, on the right bank of the now united
 rivers, which still bears the name of Paesjah, is Wamur, the
 chief town of Roshan, a flourishingplace with a large fort about
 the same size as that of Bar-Panjah, surrouncled by farms and
 orchards. Fruits and grain grow in abundance, arld the soil is
 very feltile. Underlying the mountains which inclose the
 valley, at a distance of 3& miles below Warnur is a somewhat
 famous rock a soft fibrous stone-probably asbestos, svhich is
 utilized by being twisted into a wick, which, when saturated
 with oil, 3S said to burn almost for ever. From this rock locally
 {ermed the Fatila, or wick-stone, the Munshi went 2 miles
 farther down the river to the villae of Pigish, the fartheRt
 point reached by him. At this point the Ozs, which from
 Ishkashlm, a distance of about 10() miles, had been flowing due
 north, takes a sudden bexkd to the west, and going in that
 direction for a few miles turns apparently to tha north.

 The Roshan territory is divided into three districts the
 Wamur on the right bank embracinffl the upper portion of the
 Oxus Valley, and containing about 800 houses. The d;strict of
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 Pa-e-Shoja lies on the left banli of tlle Osus below the turn to
 the west before alluded to, and is said to contain about 1000
 houses. It is at a long clay's jourlley below \Vamur. This
 district is inhabited by ];]7wjahs wllo pay no tribute, but give
 their services as soldiers in time of war. The third district is
 that of Bartang, which lies up the river of that name, and is
 said to contain about 500 houses. The direct approash to thi.s
 district from the Panjah Valley is very difficult, owing to the
 precipitous defiles through which the river passes; so that the
 most frequented road between Wamur and Sirich lfort, the
 chief place of the Bartang district, lies by the somewhat round-
 about way of the Ghund Valley.

 The following additional information was supplied by the Munshi:-

 The country of Shighnan is sornetime?s called Z?ljan (or two-
 lived); its climate being so good that its inhabitanS are saict
 to be possessols of tFo lives.

 Shighnan is said to have been formerly far more populous
 and prosperous than at present. Rosllan now contai:ns about
 3000 houses, and Shifighnan about as many more. The two
 combined could probably muster about 7()00 fighting meny
 armed with swords nlanufactured ill the country itself, and with
 guns made by the Kirghiz. Ill an armoury the Mumhi saw
 solne 1500 English sluootll-bore guns-nany of them with
 flint locks probably purchased in former years from the
 Afghans. The natives prefer their own rifles to these smootls
 bores.

 Shighllan and Roshan are subject to one ruler Yusuf A1s
 :Ehan, locally designated the Shah-i-Shighnan, who generally
 reside3 at lVila Vjlamur ill inter, but spends the summer at
 Bar Panjah. Eis ancestors are said to have come from Persia
 many hundreds of yeals ago, at a time hen Shighnan and the
 whole of the neighbouring country vas under the rule of the
 Zar-dushtis, or Fire Wolssllippers-thell a very powerful race-
 many traces of wllom still remain ill the Osus Valley, in
 Ishkashim and WVakhan. The Shall-i-Shamosh as the leader o?
 the Persian intruders was called, was a Mahometan of the Shi&h
 faith, and commenced to teach the lioran to the fire worship-
 ping inhabitants of the country, and ill about ten years' time
 his conxrerts became so numerous that he was able to intrigue
 for the possession of tlle throne, and commenced a civil war
 which ended by his wresting the governmerlt from :Eahakahb
 the then Governor of Shighnan, and founding in his OWll persoa
 ths present dynasty. The tomb of Shah-i-}Sharnosh is at Bar
 Panjah, where it is an object of religious veneration.
 The present Wing Yusuf Ali is intimately connected by
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 marriage witll ma:ay neighbouring potentates-his three sisters
 were married one to our ally, the late Amir of Eashghar,
 another to Shudoyar Khan, the late Ruler of Khokand, while
 the third was wife of the late Governor of Afghall Turkistan.
 The svomen of Shighnan are renowned for their beauts.

 As far as our information goes, Shighnan and iE2oshan have
 always been tributary to the Mirs of Badakhshan and since
 the permanent occupation of that country by the Afghans-
 tribute has been paid to the representative of the Amlr of
 S:abul. Formerly the tribute was paid in slaves, but the
 annual payment now consist3 of four horses, a small quantity
 of iron, and a few skins of ghs, or clarified butter.

 The country is nearly self-suppoHing, and there is sery
 little trade with any of the surrounding province8. A certain
 amount of iron is exported, and foreign lusuries are obtained
 in exchange The people appear to be fairly well oR, and to
 live well, drmking very freely of a strong red wine, somewhat
 like curapoa, lage quantities of which are manufactured in the
 country from cherries. A fondness for wine is a failing very
 prevalent among the Shiah, or unorthodox Mahometans of
 Central Asia.

 At Wamur the Zlunshi witnessed a game at Polo, locally
 termed Chaugan-bazi. It was played with a soft leather ball,
 and the rules appeared to be the same as in Ladakh, where
 it is also a national game.* The lVing joined in the sport and
 displaared lnuch skill, and at its conclusion hospitably enter-
 tained all the players.

 I must now return to our own adventures. Our return route
 to Yarkand lay up the north branch of the Panjah River, which
 flows lvestward from the Victoria Lake throup,h a portion of
 the Great Pamir.

 C:aptain Biddulph meanwhile returned by the Little Paxnir,
 with the object of visiting, en toute from Sarhadd the Baroghil
 Pass, the lowest lsnown depression of the Hindu Sush. He suc-
 cessfully carried out this duty, aIld estimates the pass to be
 ouly 12,000 feet above sea-level.

 1 may mention, en passant, that Captain iBiddulph is now the
 political officer at Gilgit, and has recently had considerable
 opportunities of es:tending our geographical knowledge of those
 still little known regions near the junctiol:l of the Eindu Sush
 and the Muztaah ranges

 Leaving Panjah on the 26th April (the day previous, to which
 was the first warm day we had since leaving Yangi-Hissar the
 thermometer in the shade going up to 74?, and in the sun to

 * See ' Ladak, Phyxical Statistical, and Histori?al,' by Ales. Ctmnillgham,
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 99?), we made a short nzarch of only sis miles to Langar Eish
 (9350 feet), the highest inhabited spot on the road up to the
 lake. WAre passed on the left the villages of Zang and Hissar,
 between which is a hot spring (temperature 120?) inclosed in a
 stone building, and said to possess valuable curative properties,
 for the sake of which the old Mir occasionally visits the spot.
 I may note that hot springs are of frequent occurrence in these
 mountains; some near Patuch in the Sarhadd Valley have a tem-
 perature of about 160?. These springs have a sensible influence
 on the temperature of the rivers they flow into, a fact which
 tends to neutralize any argument (such as that used by Wood)
 that the re]ative elevation of the sources of the two branches of
 the Oxus, may be estimated from the temperature ofthe streams
 at their junction.

 Where the two Pamil streams meet opposite Zang, the united
 river was about 40 yards wide and 1& deep, with a velocity of
 3l miles per hour. This measurement was taken at 11 A.M., at
 which period of tlle day the rivel had not attained its full size
 and velocity. In the hot weather, at Panjah, it cannot be
 forded, but is crossed by rafts Inade of skins.

 Close by the village of Hissar (or Asshor) on a small isolated
 rocky hill, is the ancient fort (or kila or lvalllai) of Zanguebar,
 which I e:xamined in hopes of finding some relic of Zoroastrian
 worship. The ruined xvalls had, within memory, been used as
 dwelling-llouses by the inhabitants of the neighbouring village,
 but I could discern no relics of antiquity, except fragments of
 a surrounding xvall, and an arch formed by large slabs of stone
 resting on either side Ox1 solid rock.

 At Langar Eish, a very picturesque village, a fair-sized
 stream from the north joined the main stream, passing through
 one of those characteristie fissures I have before alluded to.
 I tried to ascend it, but was very soon stopped by enormous
 boulders lying in the bed of the stream, which flows between
 perpendicular rocky banks. From this village we had to take
 all our supplies for the return journey to Sarikol, and as col-
 lecting sufficient- even for a rapid journey was found to be a
 matter of considerable difficulty, 7e had here reluctantly to
 give up the idea of halting on the road, or making any detour
 fbr e:xploration.

 The resources of WATakhan are miserably small, and we had
 to melt down our tent-pegs, while at Panjah, to get sufficient
 iron to manufacture horse-shoes for our party.

 Our first march from Langar :Kish was about 18 miles to
 Yumkhana (also called Jangalik). The road follows the right
 bank of tlle river, rising above it in several places as much as
 1000 feet. From both sides occasional small mountain streams
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 help to swell the waters of the main river. BTe paassed on our
 right several ruined huts forrnerly occupied by Wirghiz, who
 many years ago abandoned this part of the country. The
 descendants of the men vho acconlpanied Wood on this same
 journey, drriven away by the insecurity of life and property, are
 now many of thenl quietly settled, hundreds of miles away, in
 the neighbourhood of :Kilian and Sanju, under the rule of the
 Amir of Kashghar. Not a single :Kirghiz, I was given to under-
 stand, remains even under the nominal sway of the Mir of
 NVakhan. As we advanced the valley opened somewhat, and
 the mountains on the south appeared to decrease in height,
 radiating from a pointed peak situated between the two branches
 of the Panjah River. After a time we came to the Ab-i-Zer-i-
 Zamin, a stream flowing from the nolth-west through banlG
 1000 feet in height. We had to descend to the bed of the
 stream, cross and ascend the opposite side, and then traverse a
 plain, formed by a broad terrace at the foot of the range Oll our
 left, and situate about 1000 feet above the bed of the O2ZUS.
 Four miles after passing the Zer-i-Zamin River we reached our
 camp, where some springs and rich soil had combined to pro-
 duce a profusion of grass and fire-wood. From our tents we had
 a very fine view down the valley, seeing in particular one very
 prominent snowy peak, probably 20,000 feet in height, situated
 near the head of the glacier opposite Panjah. Next day we
 continued along the right bank of the river, passing, after
 5 miles, the A;b-i-Matz, along which is the summer road to
 Shighnan from the head of Wakhan Valley. This road crosses
 the Joshingaz, a very high and lofty pass closed by snow
 thoughout the winter and sprillg, and proceeds down the Shakh-
 darah Valley) to Kila Rach, the residence of the Hakim of the
 Siqakhdarah district of Shighnan. From Rach a road continues
 down the strealn to Bar Panjah.

 On our own road, 2 miles beyond Ab-i-Matz, is Boharak, an
 occasional halting-place of caravans, stated by our guide to be
 the commencement of the Great Pamil. EIere the valley,
 hitherto W a mile across, widens into a large flat open plain,
 12 mile in width, said to have abounded in former years with
 the ma,nificent P$mir sheep (Ovis poli). Of these we saw
 nothing but bones and skulls. Severe murrain has, within the
 last few years, carried of not only nearly the whole of the wild
 sheep, but also of the ibes:. Six miles beyond Boharak was our
 camp at Yol Mazar (road-side temple), 2 miles short of svhich
 is a large stream joining the river on its left bank, and of
 equal bulk with it. Near the camp a smaller stream entered
 on the right bank. I ascended this for some distance, and
 found an open grassy valley, in which there were some huts in
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 ruins and some obvious traces of former cultivation; it was
 doubtless once the residence of Kirghiz. Xt our camp, which
 vz7as at an elevation of about 12,3()U feet above tlle sea, there
 was plenty of fire-wood and grass i this was the highest point
 in the valleJ at which good fire-wood was found, although
 Marther up and throughout this Pamir, there was abundance of
 " boortsee " and grass. Tvo irlches of snow fell at night, but
 the, morning, though cold, mas fine.
 We were now fairly in the Great Pamir; the grassy valley,
 about a mile broad, was bounded by terraces formed by low
 spurs coming down in gentle slopes from the mountain ranges
 Ot1 both sides. On the 29th April we continued our march along
 tlle Pamir to Bilaor Bas. The road was excellent throughout,
 as in fact it was the whole way from Panjah to Ak-Tash, although
 at starting there are numerous steep ascents and descents. The
 valley gradually widens, but the flat grassy portion is nowhere
 mucll more than a mile in width, the ascent was steady, and the
 road everywhere first-rate. Shortly before lseaching camp we
 passed on our left the Ab-i-Khargoshi lvhich flows fiom and
 through the Khargoshi Plain, beyond which, at a day's journey
 from camp, is the Alichur Pamir, which nominally belongs
 to Wakhan, but practically to Shighnan. In it lies a small
 salt lake, Tuz Sul, from which no water flows, and beyond
 which the drainage goes to Shighnan. Two days' march from
 this lake, i.e three days fisom our camp, the Alichur stream is
 said to fall into the Murghab. The Alichur Pamir is reported
 to be higher but smaller thau the Great Panzir, and to possess
 roads going in every direction.

 On the 30th we continued along the Great Pamir for 20 miles
 to 3Iazar Tupa, the plain getting graduallv wider and wider as
 we advanced, until a breadth of 6 miles is attained. The valley
 is not so well defined as that of the Little Pamir, where steep
 mountains bordered the plain on both sides. Here low spurs
 frorn the mountain ranges north and south run into and are
 hardly to be distinguished from the plain. The mountains on
 the south are considerably higher than those on the north, the
 former rise to about 5000 feet, and the latter to about 2500 feet
 above the river-bed, giving absolute heights of 18,500 and
 16,000 feet respectively.

 The next day 5 miles of very gentle ascent brought us to the
 west end of Wood's Victoria Lake, which, like its sister in
 the Little Pamlr, +vas supposed to have t^o outlets. Of that
 to the west there could be no doubt; through a channel some
 12 paces wide, a little stream 6 inches deep, with a velocity of
 2W miles an hourfl emerged from under the ice xvith xvhich the
 lake was covered, and flowed steadily westward. The tem-
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 perature of the water was 38?, and it was evident that the lake
 was partially supplied from warm springs. A few wild fowl
 were congregated near this end of the lake.

 The lake runs nearly due east and west, is about 10 miles
 long, and nowhere more than 2 miles in breadth.

 The valley in which it lies is, opposite the lake, abotlt 4 miles
 broad. The height of the hills to the north I estimated at
 3000 feet above the level of the lake, while those on the south
 were at least 2000 feet higher.

 The only name by which the lake is weZZ-known to the natives
 is " iliul-i-Pamir 13:alan," z.e., lake of the Great Pamir. I have
 once or twice heard it called " Airan :K:ul," or ButterInilk Lake.
 To avoid confusion, and to make as little possible change in
 esisting nomenclature, I pllrpose calling it " Sul-i-Pamir
 Walan," or "Victoria Lake," the last name being the one
 originally bestosed by its (liscoverer, Lieutenant Wood. Our
 camp, which was about 2 miles east of its head was called by
 the V\akhis " Sar-i-kul " (head of the lake), a camp in a corre-
 sponding position at the lower end being called "Bun-i-kul "
 (foot of the lake). This may account for the other name
 erroneously given to it by Lieutenant NVood (Sir-i-kol).

 After reaching camp, a distance of 161 miles, I lvent to the
 head of the lake to investigate its drainage and determine its
 limits (for from a little distance off it was impossible to dis-
 criminate bet-een the ice and snow on the lake, and the snow
 on shore). I was soon convinced that all the water from the
 hills at the east end drained into the lake, which therefore
 like its neighbour in the Little Pamir has but one outlet,
 although in the former case the water flows west, and in the
 latter east. To the east of the lake the valley opens out, and
 forms a large basin which estends ten or twelve miles from
 west to east, and sis miles from north to south. At the lower
 portion of this basin, surrounding the head of the lake, is a
 great deal of marshy groulld formed by the drainage which
 enters from numerous side vallewys frotn the hills Oll the
 south. At the time of our visit this mar3h was covered with
 snow and ice; but later on in the season, when the snow is
 melting on the surroundillg hills, there i8 much water, and
 the place is said to become the favoured breedinffl place of
 thousands of geese.

 Our march from Sarikul lay along the northern side of the
 valley, the whole of which was deep in snow, and was so level that
 I experienced considerable' difficulty in determining the correct
 position of the wgatershed, which was crossed at a distance of
 21 miles from the east end of the lake aIld at a height of 14,320
 feet. A frozen stream llere comes dolvn from the north,
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 divided into two portions by a low ridge of gravel, one flowing
 eastward into the Ak-su River the other westward into the lake.

 Eastward from the watershed the Great Pamlr Valle con-
 tracts. We followed down a rivulet which, shortly tefore
 reaching the camp at Shash Tupa, joins a considerable stream
 coming down a broad valley from the south. The name of our
 camp was derived from the " Shash Tupa " or " si:x: hills " by
 which it is surrounded? and between each pair of which roads
 issue to diSerent parts of the Pamlr steppes.

 Our road from Shash Tupa lay for nearly 8 miles due north
 on the right bank of the stream, and then continuecl down it for
 10 miles in a north-east direction to the camp " Dahn-iIsligh.na
 On our left we passed tllree broad open ravines, containing
 streams coming frotn tlle west one of them was nearly as large
 as the river we were following and before joining it passeci
 through a pla;n some 6 miles long a:nd two broad. At Dahn-i-
 Isligh the river is joilled by two more streams, the lVisil Bobat
 coming from the south-eastS and the }iara-su from the west,
 both of which pass through broad grassy valleys. The ground
 is very open, and may be traversed in almost every direction.
 Two or three miles north-east of our camp the Great Pamlr
 terminate3, having extended for a distance of some 90 miles from Boharak.

 From Dahn-i-Isligll I took a path which follows the Isligh
 stream, until it emerges into the Ak-su Plain; this road is
 somewhat circuitous, and the rest of the party took a shorter
 line, going over a low pass, and rejoined the main stream about
 16 :niles from our startiilg point. The path I followed is rarely
 used by tlavellers; ill summer it is quite impassable on account
 of :lloods. When I went down it (in April) the ice was breaking
 up and travelling was somewhat dangerous, as the river had to
 be crossed tnany times. The hills on the north are very pre-
 cipitous, and in places rise nearly perpendicularly to a height of
 some 2000 feet above the 7iver-bed. Where the two paths
 unite, the valley opens, arld down it a good road leads to the
 Ak-su Plain, which is crossed diagonally in a south-east direction.
 Prior to reaching our carap at Ak-Tash, we had much difficulty
 in crossing the Ak-su River, which was much swollen by melting
 snow. On this march (37 miles in length) I had the good
 fortune to shoot an C)vts pott, the only one that has fallen to the rifles of our party.

 At Ak-Tash we rejoined the road we had followed on our
 outward journey, and leturned by it, to Tashkurghan and
 Yarkand making the slight valiations in our routeS to which I have already alluded.
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 It appears from the foregoing narrative that although the
 name Pamlr has been inaccurately employed as a generic term
 covering the whole of the elevated mass lying between the
 Hindu :Sush and the mountains of lihokand, yet it is rightly
 applied to some of the steEpes which occupy a large portion of
 this region. These steppes would appear to be a series of
 broad undulating grassy valleys, formed o:n the surEace of an
 elevated plai:n, by lofty ridges running more or less -parallel to
 the equator. The general slope of the plateau is from east to
 west. Its eastern portion is gently undulating, and compa-
 ratively flat, while its western edge merges into spurs, separated
 by bold and precipitous defiles. On the east the Pamir steppes
 are bounded by a transverse ridge, which has been termed the
 iPamlr Rant,e. This ridge runs in a northerly direction and is
 the true water parting between eastern and western Turkistan;
 at the Neza Tash Pass where we crossed it at a height of
 14,915 feet, the watershed is very clearly defined, and the ridge
 rises some 2000 feet above the valley of the Ak-su River which
 flows at its base. This watershed was again crossed by the
 Russian Scient;fic Expeditio:n under liostenko in 1876, at the
 Uz Bel Pass-15,200 fbet above sea-level-also about 200() feet
 above the valley of the Uz Bel and the Chon-su Rivers.

 To the east of the Pamir Range there is an estensive plateau
 which stretches from the Muztagh Range of the Himalaya
 Mountains, up to -as far as I myself saw-lat. 38?20', but said
 by Eirghiz to estend up to the neighbourhood of the Eizyl-Yart
 Pass. This plateau is in turn bounded on the east by the range
 which Hayward designated the Kizyl-Yart, the name by which
 it is known to the inhabitants of Washghar.

 tIayef's description of the Us Bel-su shows that the Pamir
 Plateau, where he visited it, has much the same characteristics
 as vfhere we ourselves did. He says that the rivulet runs a
 course of about 20 nliles without any deviation from its original
 direction. In its lower course it is much confi:ned by mountains
 of no great height, farther on, however, the valley opens out to
 widths of 2 or 3 versts, with a flat smooth surface gradually
 ascending eastwards. The mountain chains to right and lett
 rise to 2000 and 3000 feet above the valley, those, however
 skirting the valley on the left or south side are somewhat more
 elevated, attaining to 15n000 and 16,000 feet and so rising above
 the snow-line. The declivities are bare and sterilen as is also the
 surface of the Uz Bel-su Valley.

 It is irlstructive to turn from this to Eledchenko's description
 of the Alai Valley,* which he describes as a ;'tract limit.ed by

 * Manuscript translation by (Dolonel Yllle, c.Z.
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 parallel mountain ranges, which rise gradually from 8000 to
 12,000 feet in height, and widens gradually as it rises. Towards
 its lower end it is separated from the crests of the limiting
 ranges by outlying mountains, but towards its upper end it
 spreads towards these crests without ally passable break in the
 surface. At the western termination of the steppe it become3
 gradually narrower, hemmed in by other ranges which rise
 parallel to the principal chain and ends in a defile which affords
 room for the exit of the river and no more."

 After a perusal of the description of tlle Alai by M. Fedchenko
 and of the northern portion of the Pamlr Plateau visited by
 Eostenko :no doubt is left on my mind but that the whole of
 the so called Patnir Plateau, including in this term the whole
 country between the Little Pamir on the sollth, and the Alai
 Plateau on the north-and bounded on the east by the Pamlr
 ridge, may be regarded as having a cotnmon physical configura-
 tion, resembling in many important respects the system of the
 Tian Shan. This is in part what Fedchenko always contended
 for, but he went much Marther and maintainsd that the whole
 mass of the anountain system which separates the OL:U8 and
 Tarim basins, was similarly divided into paralle.l mountain
 rallges running from east and west. IIe could not be brought
 to agree with iEIayward, who was the first to re.suscitate
 Humboldt's idea of a great Ineridional chain connecting the
 systems of the Himalaya and the Tian Slan.

 Fedchenko argued tllat the line of snowy mountains seen by
 Hayward from the plains of :Eashghar, really were the culmi-
 nating ends of a series of parallel mountain ranges running east
 and west.

 There can, 11owever, I think, from what I have already stated,
 be no possible doubt that such a meridional chain does exist.
 I was myself enabled from various points on the road from
 Yarkand to Kashghar to fis with considerable accuracy the
 position of several peaks of this B:izyl-l art Range; the four most
 conspicuous ones, embracing a length of 52 miles, I found to
 lie alnlost exactly in one straight llneS having a direction of
 about 30? west of the true meridian. The most southerly
 and the highest of these, the Tagharma Peak of Hayward I
 ascertained trignometrically to be 25a350 feet above sea-level,
 while two others are at least 22,500 feet high.

 Now this same Tagharma Peak has also been seen by M.
 Fedchenko from the Is'fairam Pass, and he rightly estimated
 its height at about 25,000 feet, which is three or four thousand
 feet in excess of the estimate made by iEIayward. From
 Fedchenko's point of view the peak to which he gave the name
 of Mount KauflDrnann, appeared to be a continuation of the
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 Trans-Alai Range, but the recent visit of Major :Costenko has
 put this que.stion beyond all doubt. IIe saw these mountains
 from the west from the Uz Bel Pass 15,200 feet above sea-level.
 From this point, looking east over the valley formed by one of
 the sources of the :Eashghar River, he says, " the valley a long
 way ahead seems bound by a grand mountain range rising con-
 siderably above the snow-limits and whose peaks appear to rise
 to a height of about 25,000 or 26,000 feet.

 It will be recollected that on our journey to the Little Pamir,
 while travelling in a direction nearly at right angles to this
 chain, we crossed several spurs at heights varying om 13,000
 to 15,000 feet, and separated by deep valleys, lying 3000 or
 4000 feet below the crests of the passes. rl'he streams down
 these valleys all flowed in a south-easterly direction towards the
 Yarkand River, in which direction the Kizyl-Yart Range dimin-
 ishes very much in height. The Tashkurghan River pierces
 these same mountains, passint, through a deep and precipitous
 gorge at a height of about 10,000 feet above sea-level. Little
 is known of the range farther south, but it would seem to be a
 connecting link with the IIimalayan Ranges, so that the old
 Chinese geographers who did indeed link together the " Bolor "
 and the " Mustaeh or Sarakorum" under the common name of
 "Tsung Ling," or " onion mountains," were not far wrong ill
 their ideas.

 To show the estent to which theorists may carry their views,
 and the inconvenient consequences that may sometimes arise
 therefrom, I may mention that one day at Yangi-Hissar we
 received a budget of three weeks' English letters and news-
 papers. On opening the last file of the 'Times' I was asto-
 nished to find a letter from the Berlin Correspondent of that
 journal stating that he had recently studied the latest Russian
 map by Fedchenko, from which it appeared that the range
 which I have been describing did not exist. From this he pro-
 ceeded to argue that a railway might, without. the slightest
 difEculty, be constructed from the Oxus loasin to that of the
 Tarim, in the approximimate latitude 39?. I glanced up from
 my paper as I read, and in the exact spot indicated I saw these
 vast inaccessible, apparerltly unbroken mountain-masses covered
 with perpetual snow, and rising to a height of more than
 20,000 feet. I should recommend intending subscribers to the-
 proposed railway to wait for further detailed surveys before
 they commence operations; but, up to the present time, these
 vast mountain masses have still proved inaccessible to all
 attempts a.t exploration.

 It has been the fashion in England to assume that the Rus-
 sians have for a long time been better acquainted with this
 VOL. XLVIlI. Q
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 portion of Central Asia tllan we are, but tlais is a great mis-
 take. Up till very recently they were as ignorant of the
 cou:ntry as we ourselves; their maps showed the same estent of
 blank and terta inGoynit and although we have hitherto been
 generally dependent on them fUr maps of the countries within
 and in the vicinity of their frontier-Ene, they have beell equally
 deperldent on us for all lnaps of countries in the neighbourhood
 of our own frontier as well as of the head-waters of the Panjah
 branch of the Osus. During the last few years, however, the
 Russian explorers have made such rapid stlides, that the belt of
 terra 1,re0gntta between their advanced surveys and our own
 has, I am happy to say in the interests of geographical science,
 been very considerably reduced. T have already indicated the
 advanced lines followed by our British explorers, and I will
 now briefly indicate the most recent approaches of Russian
 geographers. In 1872 a Russian l:nission under Baron von
 Eaulbars came to }iashghal via the Lake Chatvr Sul, and when
 in the following year I lnyself made a route-survey from liash-
 ghar to Chatyr :Sul, I brged the filst link in the chain of
 ,surveys common to both countries. I lnust, hoN7ever, in all
 fairness, assign to the late BIr. Hayward the hollour of having
 been the first on eitiler side to take astronotnical observations
 at Kashghar. It was a great source of gratification to me when
 I returned to Illdia and worked out the final results of my
 astronomical work at Eashghar to find that my resulting posi-
 tion, both in latitude and longitude, practically coincided with
 that obtained by Colonel Scharnhorst the astronomer of the
 Russian Expedition, while our joint positions of Lake Chatyr
 S:ul accorded equally well. The heartbreaking discrepancies
 which had hitherto esisted in the assumed position of :}iashghar
 svere thus finally put an end to, for which I confess I think
 geographers arld map-makers ouc,ht to be thankful.*

 An almost equal source of gratification on my return to
 India after all : ny computations were completed, and the
 details of routes transferred for the first tilne on to a correct
 graticule was to find that my position of the west end of Vic-
 tolia Lake (vvhich was the extreine east point reached by the
 late Lieutenant WoOf? in his journey to the source of the Oxus
 in 1839), is practically identical with the independent deter-
 minatio:n of the sasne point by that distillguished traveller.

 The second link in the chain of surveys com:mon to the
 Russians and ourselves is the line from Eulab to :@urghan
 Tapa and Subadian, which was traversed ancl roughly sur-

 * For further details see Appendi2r at the end of this paper, -hicll is estracted
 {;rom my Beport, originally submitted to the (;overnulent of India in 1875,
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 veyed in 1874 I)y the Ravildar, one of the Indian Survey
 employes. He was the first to identify the Vaksh with the
 ;3urkhab, or river of Karategin, and to determine approsi
 mately the whereabouts of its junction with the Osus. A
 Russian scientific e:xpedition under Major Mayef surveyed the
 same route, with more care and precision in the following year,
 and, curiously enough, although its members were most ansious
 to fis rigorously the junction of the Vaksh with the Osus, circum-
 stances prevented them from accomplishing their desire. They,
 however, made most valuable explorations and surveys to the
 north-west of the line Eulab-Eubadian, filling up what was
 previously a large blallk on both English and Russian maps,
 while the Havildal, on the other hand, has given us new
 and valuable information about the course of the Osus to the
 east of Eulab, and of the country of Darwaz through which it
 flows. Shortly before our visit to Eashghat the Russian tra-
 veller and savant, Fedchenko, did some ver) valuable pioneering
 work in Ehokand and the Alai, and he was the first to visit the
 head-waters of the Eizyl-su. He was a mosL keen, enthu-
 siastic and accomplished geographer, whose untimely and
 sudden end in Switzerland a few years ago was a very heavy
 loss to geographers. It is only a few days since I was reading
 some reinarks by him on his mortification at being prevented
 flom penetrating to the south of the Alai. Alluding to the
 160 luiles that then separated his own discoveries in the Alai
 filom the English e2cplorations from the south, he says, " This
 is as yet the reaZ neuvtra! zone (the name is suggested by the
 fictitious neutral zone lately concocted by diplomacy), on
 which neither Russian nor English foot has yet trodden, though
 the high scientific interest which attaches to the region makes
 itS exploration the alnbition of both nations--- eminently so of
 the English, whose geographical emissary, Hayward, paid with
 his life his persevering eCorts to penetrate the mysterious
 Pamir" he continues, "My heart's desire, also my ardent
 hope, the vision ever before my eyes since I first set out for
 Turkistan in 1868 was to reach Pamir; but the hoped-for
 result was not attainea."

 I have already allllded to tlle work done in the Patnir district
 on the occasion of General SkobeleSs advance with a military
 force into the Alai ln 1876, an account of which has been given
 to the Society by Mr. Michell.$ The exploring party under
 Captain liostenko reached and sllrveyed the Lake Wara iliul, and
 advanced as far as the Uz Bel Pass. Another Russian explora-
 tion party, consisting of Messrs. Severtzof, Skami, and Schwarz,

 * See ' Journal ' P.G.S., vol. slvii., 1877, paOe 17.
 Q 2
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 visited the same district in September 1877; but, as far as I
 can learn, they did not succeed in penetrating farther soutll
 than lioste:llko had done, but were prevented by deep snow and
 the running short of fuel and provisions from coIltinuing their-
 advance.

 Another Bussian officer Captain Rurapatkin, in the autumn
 of 1876, travelled from Osh to iEXashghar by the Terek Pass
 and thence onwards by Maralbashi to Aksu, thence on to :@urla
 and 3iarashahr. No account of his journey has, as far as I
 know, yet reached this country.

 I cannot close this paper without an allusion to the recent
 wonderful success of Colonel Prjevalski farther east, a success
 which, I may say in the words of Fedchenko, "it was once my
 own heart's desire and ardent hope to attain." Starting from
 Suldja, he reached early last year the celebrated and almost
 mythical Lake Lob, in the centre of the hitherto unexplored
 desert of Gobi. This lake is the sole final receptacle of the
 drainage of the mountain masses which inclose Eastern Tur
 kistan on north, west, and south. Ee went 120 miles firthel
 south, to the northern edge of the great Tibetan Plateau, where
 he saw and hunted the wild came]. This enterprising traveller
 is now erlgaged in an attempt to YiSit Lhasa vta Guchen
 and IIami.

 There still remaills, as we llave shown, a broad belt of terrce
 tncoyntta on the Pamir Plateau. It will, we hope, ere lor}g
 have its geography cleared up, although the laurels must neces-
 sarily fall to the Russian geographers; for their occupatio:n of
 the country of lihokand, which has for a long time esercisecl
 some control over the nomadic Kirghiz tribes of the Alai, gives
 them opportunities and motiw-es for farther exploration ^shich
 we do llOt possess, and now that our recent ally-, the late
 Amir of :S:ashghar, is dead, and his kingdom once more in
 possession of its former masters, the Chinese, who never ill
 former years exercised more than nominal sovereignty ovelT
 these interesting regions, I fear there will be little opportunity
 for farther explorations from the British side. In scientifie
 questions there ought to be no politics, and I for one shall be
 glad to learn that the Russians have extended their surveys as
 far south as the line by which OU1 pal;ty crossed the Pamirs
 in 1874.
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 APPENDIN.

 On the constrwhetzon o.f the Map.

 The positions of all places in EasterrL Turkistan and Wakhan, that werc
 visited by members of the Mission, depend uporl the astronomically fised
 psitions of the Yangi-Shahr, or new city of Kashghar.

 'llhe final positions in lonaitude of Yarkand and other important places have
 been determined as folloxvs *-

 The true longitude of KASH-
 GHAR (YaIlgi-Shahr is) ..................... .. .. 76? 6 47

 The difference of longitude
 between Kashghar and
 Yangi-Hissar as determined
 by Pundit Kishen Singx
 pacing, corrected from lati-
 tude ob?ervations, is-
 On outward journey ............ .. + 0? 6' 15" 1 6' " 2 8tt

 Vn return journey ............ .. + oo 0,, f meall 8 + 6

 Giving for longitude of
 Yangi-Hissar ........ .. .. .. .. 76 12' 55"

 The diffirence of loneitude
 between Yangi-Hissar and
 Yarkand, determirled in
 the saIne mamler-

 By outward journey i8 1? 3' O"

 By return journey ............ .. 1? 4r 25"
 On the outward journey the
 survey was carried along
 the direct road, about 75
 miles in length, and over
 a perfectly level country,
 avhereas on the return
 journey the road bllowed a
 circuitous line of 180 Iniles,
 over one snowy pass and
 very rough ground. The
 first value is therefore
 accepted in preferenee, viz. , . .. 1? 3' 0"
 Giving a final X alue for
 YARND (Yangi-Shahr) of .. .. 77? 15 55

 which is 0? 3' a" in defect of the astronomically determined value of the same
 place. I have determined to accept the salue as deduced from Kashahar in
 preference to tlle independent results arrived at frore observations to the moon.

 Again, the final longitude of
 Yangi-His8ar (as above) iS .. .. 76? 1S' 55"

 The diXerence between Yangi-
 Hissar and Tashkurghan
 hy Pundit's pacing cor-

 rected for latitude is ............ .* 53' 25"

 The diXerence ascertained
 chronometrically by Cap- .. meall 53' 54"
 tain Trotter is ........ .. . 54' 23" J
 Giving a final value for
 TASHEERGHAN Of .. .. .. .. 75? 1D' 1"

 * This Memorandum is esbseted entire from the Report submitted by me t
 athe Goverlltnent of Illdia in 187U.-H. T.
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 which LS 4' 59" in defect of the value obtained from one niqht's observations
 to the moon at the same place.

 The lonOitude of Kila Panjah (Wakhan) was determined chronometri-
 cally:

 1. On outwald journey, from Tasllkurghan .. .. .. .. .. 72? 44' 1S't
 2 On return journey, from Ighiz-yar (near to and oounected

 with Yangi-Hissar by a traverse survey) .. .. .. .. 72? 46' 40'P
 Ginng a final longitude for EILA PANJAH Of .. .. .. 72? 45' 29

 Whilst the observations for absolute lollgitude at the same place
 give aresult of .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 72? 45' 30''

 And a fourth entirely independent result obtained by Captain
 Trotter's route survey, corrected for latitude is .. .. .. .. 72? 4A' 10'

 The mean result obtained chronometrically is adopted for the final position.
 The wonderfully accordant results at Kila Panjah, although hit,hly satisfactory,
 must perhaps, to a certain extent, be regarded as fortuitous, but the admirable
 qates obtained for the watch employed in the chronometric determinations, a
 silver lever wcatch, by Brock of London, specially made for explorations, are
 worth recording,* and ought to give results in the accuracy of which great
 confidence may be placed.

 * TSCAVELLING RATES obtained by CAFTAIN TROTTER for BROCE S LBVER WATCH
 No. 1602, during JOURNEY from YANGI-HISSAR to KILA PANJAH, and RETERS
 JOURNEY to YAREAND.

 Sumber ]
 of Days Rate per
 from Lliem

 STAGE. DATES. lvhich gailling ill REB[ARES.
 Rate was Seconds
 deter- of Time.
 mined.

 Yangi-Hissar to 18th to 22nd 4 + 6+0 (l) Rate obtained by comparing differ-
 Aktala. March. ence of observed times with difference

 of longitude as derived from Pundit's
 pacing, corrected for latitude. YL S

 Ak-tala toTash- 22nd to 31st 9 + 6-1 (2) Ditto ditto.
 kurghan. March.

 Yangi-Hissar to 18th March to 61 te 6o1 During these 61 days almost an entire
 WakhAn and 18th May. circuit was made. The difference of
 back to Ighiz- longitllde between Yarsgi-Hissar and
 yar. Ighiz-yar, viz., 1 ' 45" only, was deter-

 mined by Pun.lit's pacing.

 LECogachak to Ak 3rd April to 32 + 5@7 During these 31 days a smaller circuit
 Ta6h. 5th May. was made; the difference of longi-

 tude between Kogachak and Ak Tash,
 is 1' 35". In both these circuits allow-
 ance has been made for the stationary
 rate (+ 7" 8) obtained during our halt
 in WaklAn.

 Kashghar to 15th to ISth 3 + 5+5 Rate obta^,ined in same manner as (1)
 IghiZ-Yar. MaY and (2)-

 It sllould be noted that my watches and chronometers were always carried in a
 small bo2: that I had specially made for them, carefully packed in cotton wool,
 and inserted in the middle of a large leather mule trunk, packed with clothes.
 They were thus kept at a tolerably uniform temperature and escaped in great
 measure the jerks and shakes they would otherwise hase been exposed to. Of
 my pocket chronometers, having a regular chronometric escapement, one by Peter
 Birchall, London, No. 1096, was well suited for astronomical observations, keeping
 e:xcellent time wherl stationary and beating half seconds very audibly. It was.
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 I am much gratified to be able to state that after all my complltations wem
 completed} and the details of routes transferred for the first time on to a corrst
 graticule, my position of the west end of Victoxia Lake (the estreme ea point
 visited by \Vood in his travels) was latitude 37 27t north, and longitude
 73? 40' 38", which is practically identical with the independent determination
 of the same point by Lieutenant Wood which is given at page 232 new edition
 of Wood's ' (xus,' with essay by Colonel Yule; London, 1872.

 I will now indicate how the positions of points on the road between Leh
 (LadAkh) and Yarkand have been determined. The position of Ak-tagh (2nd
 camp) was fised by myself in lat. 3 0' llt' and long. 78? 6' 20". It was
 the converging pOin.t of three diSerent route surveys (by Pdits) strtmg
 from fised points on the south, and is in the neighbourhood of a hill abovc
 Chibra, whose position was satisfactorily fixed by intersection (on the plane-
 table) of several rays from trivonometrically fixed peaks of the Karakorum.
 The position of Ak-tagh ill lonvitude with reaard to these peaks may be
 looked on as correct within a mile, and its position in latitude is undoubtedly
 correct within a few hundred feet

 From this poirLt three traverse lines have been carried by difEerent surveyors
 to Karghalik, which, when correded and adjusted on ffie proper paralld
 (37? 53' 15"), had a ma:xiraum divergence of 3Z miles the mean of the three
 values gives a position in (true) t longittlde of 77? 25' 30"

 Between Earghalik and Yarkand I had also two independent traverses, t. e.
 On both outward and return journey, which difEered from each other in the
 resulting longitude of Karg;haliF by less than a mile. The mean of these ta1vo
 when referred to the value of Yfirkand as determirxed from Kashghar places
 Karghilik in longitude 77? 28t 30". A mean between this aIld the value pret
 viously deduced from the south gives 77? 27' 0t' which has been assignsd as
 its final position. The smallness of the al:lount of the adjustment necessary
 to connect my own work, depending on my own astronomical observations at
 Kashghar, and that depending on the Indian Survey derived from the astro-
 nomically fised position of Mad3ras, is a gratifying proof o? the general accuracy
 of the work.

 This sketch mrould be incomplete withollt a few lines as to my connection
 on the north with the Russia:a Survey, wYhich appears, I think} equally satis-
 Actory with the above.

 The only position ill the Am1r of Kashahars dominlons in Eastern Turkis-
 tan astronomically fiXed by the Russians is that of Kashghar. This was
 done in 1872, the year prior to our own visit, by Colonel Scharnhorst of the

 alwa.ys used by me in my astronomical observations, but it required very careful
 handling, as a violent jerk was apt to make it gain several seconds suddenly
 A third watch, & pocket chronometer, by Dellts unfortullately got out of order
 before the Pam1r:trip but I had found thal;, while travelling7 neither its rate nor
 that of Bitchall compared favourabw with that obtained from Brock>s watch. It
 is perhaps needless to add that my watches were daily carehlly coinpared tofflether
 aWnd also both before and after observations of stars. All omiSsion to do this on
 a single occasion prevented my getting a chronometric value for the differences
 of longitude between Yangi-:Hissar and iliashffiar

 * The postion in longitude in the " Preliminary map " differs slightly from
 this, as the latter had to be prepared prior to the completion of the computati.ons.

 t True i. e.> dependine on the most recent determination of the longitude of
 Madras. All ie Indian Survey maps are based on the astonomically deterniined
 position d the Madras ObservatoryX Recent observations have shown that t.he
 old value, that is the one adopted by the Survey Department, is nbont 3 miles
 too much to the east. In my map I have been compelled to make allowance fox
 this, and have shifted 3 miles to the west the whole of the positions in Northern
 India taken from the esisting maps.
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 ZIission under General Baron Von Kaulbars. A comparison of results is
 giVen:-

 Position of Tangi-Shahr (Easht)har) determined by English Mission,

 Latitude .. .. .. .. 39? 2A' 26" North.
 Longitude .. ., .. .. 76? 6' 47't East of Greenvich.

 Position of Yangi-Sllahl (KashChar) determined by Rtlssian Mission,

 Latitude .. .. .. .. 39? 24' 16" Nobth.
 Longitude .. .. .. .. 76? {' 42" East of Groe:tlwich.

 As the quarters occupied by the British Missioll, where the observations nvere
 made, lies outside and to the east of the fort, while those occupied by the
 Russians were 1n about the same latitude and nearly 1 mile to the west of the
 fort, the diSerence in longitude is reduced to alsout 1 mile, our latitudes being
 practically identical. I would have wished tv take the mean between the two
 asthe final position of Kashghar, but as our stay there was of much longer
 duration than that of the Russians, and I had opportunities of takinC many
 more obssrvations than they did, I prefer leavinC my own values intact.*
 The slight discrepancy now noticed disappears on the road between Kashghar
 and Chatyr Kul, the onl;sr line of survey common both to the Russians and
 ourselves, and along which I carried a rough traverse survey in which the dis-
 tances were estimated by the time occupied on the line of march. Prior to
 my departure from India, Colonel StubendorfE, of the Russian WQVar Office, had
 sent to Colonel Walker, the Superintendent of the Great Trigonometricaa
 Survey, the positions of a number of points in Russian and in Khokandian
 territory that had beeIl astronomically determined by Russian officers.
 Amongst there was the north-east corner of Lake Chatyr Kul. Bearillg this
 in milld, when at the most northerly point on the road reached by us, I took
 a bearing tanCential to the east end of the lake, which lay nearly due north at
 a distance of about 3 miles from us. On my return to Indis, when I plotted
 in my work from my own astronomical position of Kashfflhar, I found that by
 adopting the Russian value in latittlde of the east end of the lake viz., lati-
 tude 40? 43' north, our positions ill lonU,itudet of the same point exactly
 coincided.

 In determining the position of Khotan I have made use of Pundit :Kishen
 Sing's route from Karghalik to Whotan, and thence vicz Riria back to Ladakh.
 As a result of this route survey, our previotlsly accepted value of the longitude
 of Khotan has been altered by more than 30 miles. It may appear bold to
 make this extensive chanCe in the position of a place that has been visited by
 a European explorer (Mr. Johuson), but thc route sllrvey executed by this
 Pundit is so consistent, and the plotted restllts afflree so closely with the
 observed latitudes throughout the whole of his wor!, that I have no hesitation
 in acceptina it; as correct. I may furthel add tllat I have been in communica-
 tion with BIr. Johnson on the subject, and that he freely admits the pos6ibility
 of a large error in his longitude of Whotan.

 * Since the above was written Colonel \Valker has heard from Colonel
 Stubendorff that the Russian astronomical observations at Kashghar which were
 taken by Colonel Scharnhorst were referred to the most northern angle of the
 Yangi-Shahr, a position almost identical in latitude ^vith my own, and differing
 by tw>fifths of a mile only in longitude. . Colonel Stubendorfi mentions that the
 Russian observations depend on the eclipse of the SUll on the 6th June, 1872, and
 that corrections for error in the lunar tables have not been applied. ThLs last
 remark applies to my own observations also.-H. T.
 t 75? 2A' East of Greellw;ell.
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 He states that in commencing his reconnaissance from the Kuen Luen
 Mountains (which he carried on with the plane-table only), one of the three
 trigonometrically fixed points on which his work was based, ttlrned out sub-
 sequently to have been incorrectly projected on his board. l'his, together
 with the zloubt that must always exist when rapidly passing through an
 unknown country as to the identity of the diXerent peaks visible from the line
 of march, is quite sufficient to account for the discrepancy. In my prelimi-
 nary map I have assigned to Khotan a lonvitude of 79? 59t instead of 79? 26'
 the position it has recently occtlpied on our maps. About its latitude there
 can be no doubt. Mr. Johnson took several observations there with a 14-inch
 theodolite and obtained a mean result of 3 # ? 7' 35", whilst from Kishen Sing's
 observations with a sextant, extending; over nearly a month, we have a mean
 result of 37? 7' 36". The points east of Khotarl, i.e. Kiria and the Sorghak
 g;old-fields, are derived from Kishen Sing's route survey, combined with his
 latitude observations. We also have from the same source a complete survey
 for the first time of the road via Polu to Noh, and thence to Leh. As a
 specimen of the accuracy of this Pundit's worL, I may mention that when
 the road from Is ltghalik to Pal, a distance of 630 miles, was plotted out on
 the scale of 200-\) paces to the mile, without any correction or adjustment
 whatever (although 42? were added to each maCnetic bearing in order to
 allow for manetic variation) starting from my own valne of Karghalik, the
 plot closed at Pal (fixe(l by the Great TriConometrical Survey) almost abso-
 lutely correct in latitude and only eiaht minutes out in longitude, and in no
 single portion of the whole route, which passes over elevations exceeding 17,000
 feet in height, did the plotted valtle differ by as much as 3 miles from his
 own observed astronomical latitude.* Of this discrepancy of eight minutes
 in lonaitude it is possible that a portion may be due to error of position in
 the starting-point (Karghalik), but it may be noted that the amount is no
 more than would be accounted for by an error of 12? in the assumed value of
 manetic variation. It is not to be supposed that such accuracy is generally
 attainable, but in the present case, althoufflh the surlreaor laboured under
 certain disadvantages from the absence of inhabitants, yet there were the
 compensating advarltages that he was under no necessity for concealment
 he was therefore able to take and record bearings when and where he pleased.

 As regards the work executed to the north-east atld east of Kashghar the
 position of Maralbashi, on the road to Ak-su, was fixed in latitude by Captain
 Biddulph, and its position in lonaitllde is rouChly deteralined by a few bear-
 inCs, and estimated distances taken by him on the road from KashChar.

 On the road to Ush Turfan I carried on a rough route survey wherever I went
 and took observations for latitude and obtained chronometric detexminations
 of longitude as far as Ui Bulali, in latitude 40? 2G' north, and longitude 77? 36
 east. Thence by route survey I vot a determination of the position of the
 Belowti Pass; calculating from this the probable position of Ush Turfan, I
 plaoe it about three-quarters of a degree to the east of the position given it in
 the early edition of Colonel Walker's Turkistan map. ()n examining the
 latest Bussian map, it appears that the position of Ush Turfan has been
 recently altered, and placed very near where I would myself locate it.
 I have therefore in my map adopted the last Russian values of Ush Turfan
 Ak-su, and all places to the east. It will be found that the cities of Ak-su
 and KuldJa are more than 40 miles to the east of the places assiglled them in
 all but the most recent maps.

 The details inserted to the north of the map are talSen almost exclusively
 from the Russian toz,ographical lnap of Central Asia (corrected to 1877).

 Most of the details to the south of the map, with the exception of those

 * See Geographical Appendix, Section A, of Captain Trottel's Report.
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 portions north of Leh that have been tlaversed by members of the Mission
 have been taken from the last edition of Colonel AValker's Map of Turkistall
 but all the positions in the latter have been shifted three minutes to the west
 in longitude in order to allow for the most recentls determined value of the
 longitude of Madras, vis. 80? 14 19 5" east of Greenwich.

 Ill the portion of country traversed by Members and Attachds of t.he
 Missiob use has been made of all the material collected by them. The maps
 of Messrs. Shaw and Hayward have also been called into requisition.

 The reductions of the astronomical observations, and tlle computations o?
 heights, has-e all been made in the Office of Colonel Walker7 B.E., the Super-
 intendent of the Great TriConouletrical Stlrvey in whose office also thc
 map compiled by myself has been drawn and photosincographed. A large.
 amount of work has been got through in a moderate space of time, and I aTn
 deeply indebted to Colorkel Walker for the facilities he has given, and to
 Messrs. Hennessey, Reelan, and Wood, in the Comput;ng Office, and Messrs.
 Atkinson and Sindon in the Drawing Office for t.he assistance afforded by
 them in their several departments.

 E. TROTTER, (::apt. R.E.

 VI.-GaHi, or Zzspaniol. By Major R. STUART
 :FI.M. Minzster, Zagz.

 LITTLE is common]y known of an island which, from its size,
 natural mrealth, and position, was, not far back in modern times,
 the theme of widespread speculation, which was marked out to
 be the metropolis of a prospectiere empire, but is now in a state
 of poverty and decay, in painful contrast with the grandeur of
 its early desti:aies.

 The island I allude to is known by the names of IIaiti and
 Iispaniola, and also, but with insufficient warrant by that of
 Scmto -Dominyo. The object of this paper is to give some
 account of it, and recall attention to its forgotten importance,.
 seeing that one day the force of progress and the march of
 events must restore to it a prominent place in commerce and in
 political consideration.

 When speaking of the island as a whole I shall call it by the
 name of Haiti.

 Looking in any good atlas to the map of the West Indies and
 Central Americas one will find this island lying betwen the 18th
 and 20th parallels of s. latitude, and between 68? 20' and
 74? 26' w. longitude from the meridian of Greenwich. Its
 e:xtreme length from Cape Engallo on the east, to Cape Irois
 on the west, is 356 nautical miles ;* its greatest breadth is 140
 miles, from Cape Beata, in latitude 17? 53' in the south, to the
 highest point on the north coast, which is 19? 58'. The coast

 * ThrouOhout this Paper the uliles given are nautical miles.
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